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David Icke’s Brush With
The Adversary
Turning Lemons Into Lemonade
5/4/98

RICK MARTIN

An aggressive move was mounted by local adversarial
influences in Canada’s British Columbia recently in an effort
to thwart David Icke’s lecture in Vernon, B.C., a town about
250 miles inland (east) from Vancouver Island. But those
efforts were soundly overcome by meeting the opposition
head-on and countering every lie with truth. In what
amounted to media hoopla over several days, press, radio,
and television all became involved in the controversy.
It all started when Bob Sindlinger, general manager for
the Best Western Vernon Lodge and Conference Centre,
cancelled the meeting scheduled for Saturday, May 2nd.
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Quoting from Mr. Sindlinger’s letter to Wes Mann of the Preferred Network,
sponsor for David Icke, we read:
“In the past two days I have received a few phone calls expressing
concern over the meeting you have scheduled here for May 2. These calls
have voiced concern over your guest speaker and have implied that there
will be a public protest, possible civil unrest and the potential for violence.
In view of these implications, and in the best interest of the safety of our
guests and staff, I have little choice but to cancel your meeting here at the
(Please see Turning Lemons Into Lemonade, p.7 )
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syndrome, which attacks the muscles and can
lead to paralysis.
“We face a far more complex food-safety
challenge today,” U.S. Agriculture Secretary Dan
Glickman said recently. [End quoting]
If you don’t insist on treatment when they
try to ignore you, you may become one of the
elite’s numbers in their planned depopulation
process. Most of these more virulent strains of
bacteria, viruses and fungi are created in the labs
for just this purpose, so don’t let them shunt you
off if you sense that it is serious.

poisoning, and is worried that her daughter has
become a picky eater.
FEARS ABOUT FOOD SAFETY
But what may be worse than any of this was
ON THE RISE
the discovery that Amanda had become ill not
from anything consumed at home but from a
Recent encounters with contamination cause
packaged lunch snack given to her by her father.
new-found anxiety about system
Now, no supermarket looks safe to her. “I’ll
HOMEBUILDING
never, ever buy packaged foods again,” Ms.
FAST FRAMING
Excerpted from 2 articles in THE GLOBE and Collins vowed.
MAIL, Canada, by Murray Campbell, courtesy
This attitude reflects a newfound anxiety in
From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, May
Dr. Pierre Clautier, 4/13/98: [quoting]
Canada about what we put in our mouths.
This is what food poisoning looks like behind Suddenly, food that used to be taken for granted 1998: [quoting]
One of the biggest crowd-pleasers at this
the headlines.
is slightly suspect.
year’s International Homebuilders Show in Dallas
When Tammy Collins noticed last month that
was a prefabricated building system that enables
her seven-year-old daughter, Amanda Drury, was
* * *
six workers—no matter their skill level—to
ill, she rushed her to a hospital in Barrie, Ont.
The little girl was vomiting and had a
PEOPLE have always become sick from frame a house in a day. Developed by Kato
temperature of nearly 40 (104 F), but doctors, eating food, of course, but the 20th century’s Sangyo Ltd. of Shimane, Japan, the Metalfit
apparently believing that she was suffering from advances in sanitation and refrigeration reduced framing system was designed to help meet rising
nothing more than the flu, turned her away.
the threat enormously. Then new microbes began housing demand in a country with a severe
It took four more visits before a frantic Ms. to appear, and the consequences of food-borne shortage of skilled labor. Now Metalfit is
Collins was able to convince the doctors that illness have intensified again
coming to the United States.
bloody diarrhea was serious enough to warrant
The system is built around a series of steel
U.S. officials say that the incidence of
closer observation and that Amanda should be disease has doubled during the past two decades, connectors that easily link the members of a
admitted. Five days later, after losing one-10th and their Canadian counterparts estimate that post-and-beam house frame. But the frame isn’t
of her body weight, the little girl was diagnosed food poisoning kills 200 to 500 people in this ordinary lumber. Atomu Yoshimura, Kato
as having salmonella poisoning.
Sangyo’s managing director, emphasizes that the
country every year.
There is a certain irony to this because Ms.
In the past, people who ate food left too long steel connectors require a precisely milled frame
Collins is a trained cook and has always been at room temperature experienced stomach cramps that won’t warp or twist. For that reason,
scrupulous about how she prepares her food and or diarrhea within hours. Now, with pathogens Metalfit is made entirely of engineered wood—
disinfects her cooking utensils. “I racked my such as E. coli 0157, the symptoms may not that is, wood from small trees and waste lumber
brain, thinking ‘Where did I go wrong?’”
appear for a week and the illness may be much that is compressed and then glued together to
Amanda spent eight days in hospital, and more serious.
form larger, stronger pieces. Wall sheathing
although she is now back in her Grade 1 class,
Infection with the listeria bacterium, for consists of engineered panels laminated to rigidshe remains pale and tired. Her mother remains e x a m p l e ,
can
cause
m i s c a r r i a g e . foam insulation. The panels are covered with
livid with doctors who did not recognize food Campylobacterosis can result in Guillian-Barré housewrap.
Kato Sangyo’s manufacturing process is
equally as precise as its product. Blueprints are
entered in the company’s computer, which in
turn commands an automated factory. The
factory can cut the frame for a 1,600-square-foot
custom-designed house in a day; it can crank out
frames for identical tract houses at a rate of one
per hour.
The system has certainly caught on in Japan.
Yoshimura says that output grew from 200
houses three years ago to 2,000 last year. The
company plans to open a U.S. factory soon.
Once it does, framing a small house could
Maintain complete security!
become a weekend project within reach of nearly
anyone. —Charles Wardell [End quoting]
Achieve complete financial privacy!
Sounds great, but when the economy goes,
soon, where will the market be for them??
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A VIEW FROM THE DECKPLATES
RUNNING ON EMPTY
Excerpted from MILITARY magazine,
May/98: [quoting]
NCCM (SW) C. R. (Corky) Johnson, USN
(Ret)
Some politicians finally had a good idea, and
carried through on it. Rep. Herbert Bateman (RVA), member of the House National Security
Committee and Chairman of the House
Readiness Subcommittee, brought some of his
colleagues to San Diego, where they held
hearings aboard the carrier USS Constellation
(CV-64). The panels testifying under oath were
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petty officers, NCOs and some field-grade unit
commanders. These military professionals
brought these politicians up to speed on various
issues. Their bottom line, according to Navy
Times, is that our military is running almost
entirely on adrenaline, long hours, and is close
to collapse! Each branch of the service
questioned had nearly the same complaints. A
lack of spare parts, forcing cannibalization of
equipment; a lack of midgrade enlisted folks with
experience; too much time away from home, plus
they’re constantly harped on to “do more with
less!”
As a former sea-going Command Master
Chief, I can guarantee you this has already
seriously affected morale and retention! Even
the Congressman stated, “Everywhere we look we
see the signs of a military that is fast
approaching burnout.” Another said he’s seeing
the same hollowness in the force that he saw in
the 1970s, a force that was unable to respond to
crises. Is Congress going to do anything about
it? I hope so, but we’ll just have to stay tuned!.
It’s a cinch the draft-dodger-in-chief is not too
concerned. He has our troops spread all over
the world, and is content to just leave them
there! [End quoting]
The elite have their plans well laid, and the
signs of their implementation are showing up
more and more.
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much water from the river yet, in an appeal to
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. EPA
and in Federal Court, Sierra Vista won their case
to water rights. This group of foreigners in
CEC, however, demand that limits be placed on
Sierra Vista so that a river, originating in the
U.S., can provide more water for Mexico. The
Clinton administration is ready to allow this
foreign tribunal to dictate to our courts.

Macedonia, which has a rag-tag 15,000-man
Army, is politically unstable. War between
Yugoslavia and Albania could spread to
Macedonia. Albania, Bulgaria, Greece and
Turkey have long considered Macedonia a part
of their territory and any or all may join the fight
to lay claim. This scenario was predicted in
1993. Old ethnic and religious ties make it hard
for these nations to sit on the sidelines while
borders are changed. The region presently
involves both UN and NATO operations, which
complicates matters. In any event the U.S. will
be involved. [End quoting]
1,

ACLU

injured.
While the government was buoyed by an
additional $7 billion from the International
Monetary Fund Tuesday’s unrest is a painful
reminder that the economic pain is becoming too
much for many Indonesians to bear. [End
quoting]
A foretaste of what we’ll have here soon??
HIGH-TECH MOUSE
CAN’T BE PATENTED,
COURT RULES

MACEDONIA

CHRISTIANS
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From THE MONTREAL GAZETTE, by Tom
Spears, 4/23/98, courtesy of Dr. Pierre Clautier:
[quoting]
You can’t patent a mammal in Canada—for
now.
The Federal Court of Canada yesterday turned
down Harvard University’s attempt to patent a
type of mouse that gets cancer easily.
Harvard genetically engineered the mouse to
help in cancer research and already has a patent
in the United States. It had asked Canada’s
patent office to grant one here.
This would have given Harvard the sole right
to create mice with these genes, breed them, own
them and decide who may use them in Canada.
When the patent officials refused, Harvard
appealed to the Federal Court.
But Judge Marc Nadon says the “oncomouse”
(named for oncology, the study of cancer) is not
an invention under Canadian law.

From THE JUBILEE, Mar./Apr. 98: [quoting]
The United States Supreme Court tossed out
an ACLU lawsuit against a nativity scene
NEWS BRIEFS
displayed by Syracuse, NY during the Christmas
season.
From MILITARY m a g a z i n e , M A Y 1 9 9 8 :
This sort of ACLU lawsuit has become
DIDN’T INVENT MOUSE
[quoting]
commonplace during the Christmas season
nationwide. What is not so commonplace is the
BILL AND SADDAM
Harvard invented a method of injecting
result. The vote of the justices was 9-0 in favor
mouse cells with a cancer-prone gene, “but they
of the city, against the ACLU. [End quoting]
Jordan’s King Hussein wants to set up direct
have not invented the mouse,” he writes.
They threw a crumb to the “Christians”??
talks between Clinton and Saddam Hussein.
“A complex life form does not fit within the
ANOTHER HATE-CRIME HOAX current parameters of the Patent Act without
PEACE PROCESS
stretching the meaning of the words to the
F r o m T H E J U B I L E E , M a r . / A p r . 1 9 9 8 : breaking point, which I am not prepared to do,”
It’s worse off now than before the latest [quoting]
he concludes.
round with Saddam Hussein. The U.S. suffered
Students at conservative Duke University
But he adds: “If Parliament so wishes, it can
a loss of confidence with the Arab world in the woke up on November 12, 1997 to find a Black clearly alter the legislation so that mammals can
on-and-off-again threat of an attack. We expect doll hanging by the neck from a tree on the be patented.”
The ruling leaves patents on some singlethe Clinton administration will press Israel to campus green. Under the hanging doll was a
make more concessions in an attempt to please bench smeared with black paint. A sign on the celled life forms intact. For instance, patents
the Arabs. Israel will resist and Egypt will move doll read “Duke hasn’t changed”. Naturally there exist on a yeast culture that can be used to digest
was an uproar. The cry of “hate crime” appeared and break down liquid waste from a pulp mill.
closer to the Iran/Syria camp.
in local newspapers. Black Students staged a
But genetic engineering is now creating life
sit-in at the Dean’s office.
TURKEY’S STABILITY
forms that are different from anything produced
After two days, two Black students were by nature alone.
By banning Islamist political activity in caught and confessed to the act. What had been
CONCENTRATES CONTROL
Turkey at the request of pro-West generals, they a “hate crime” was suddenly changed into a
have set off new waves of protest in the Muslim “ p o l i t i c a l p r o t e s t ” a n d f r e e s p e e c h . [ E n d
For instance, Monsanto, a pesticide company,
community at home and abroad. Turkey faces quoting]
Talk about putting spin on spin!
has developed new varieties of corn, cotton and
the possibility of a showdown with Greece over
soybeans engineered to resist a Monsanto
Russian missiles to be delivered to Cyprus. Now
INDONESIA TORN
pesticide called Roundup.
there is fear that the fighting in Yugoslavia
BY PRICE RIOTING
Monsanto holds patents on “Roundup-Ready”
involving Kosovo’s ethnic Albanians and the
plants in the United States, but not in Canada.
Serbs could spread to Macedonia, which does not
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
want Albanian refugees, and even on to Greece
Some environment groups say such patents
and Turkey.
5/6/98: [quoting]
threaten to concentrate too much control over
Flipping over cars and hurling rocks at crops, farm animals and medical research in the
police, thousands of rioters furious about price hands of a small number of corporations.
NAFTA GESTAPO
hikes rampaged in northern Indonesia on Tuesday
Biotech companies say they need the patents
A big flaw in NAFTA was the creation of in the worst outbreak of violence since the to protect their investment in expensive research
t h e C o m m i s s i o n o n E c o n o m i c C o o p e r a t i o n country’s economy buckled last year.
from their rivals.
(CEC), a group of international scientists and
Helmeted police officers fired in the air to
The mouse ruling “seems to hold the law on
environmentalists. Just north of the Mexican ward off mobs of looters who set fire to two the status quo”, namely that only single-celled
border in Arizona is the tiny community of Sierra homes and 14 cars and pelted hundreds of life forms can be patented here, said David
Vista which draws water from the San Pedro storefronts with stones, residents said.
Morrow, Harvard’s lawyer.
River. CEC has decided Sierra Vista takes too
Witnesses said several dozen people were
He said he has sent a copy of the judgment
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to Harvard, but the university hasn’t had time
to react.
Harvard designed the oncomouse to be very
prone to developing cancer. That means cancer
researchers can use it without having to make a
healthy rodent sick.
As well, they can avoid the use of strong
cancer-causing drugs that may remain in the
mouse’s body and skew their results. [End
quoting]
Always the excuses and never any thought
about ethical behavior.
Where are the
environmentalists and the animal rights people
in these cases. Oh, I forgot, there’s too much
money for the corporations—the elite—to pocket.

from under the umbrella of the legal protections
provided in the Constitution.
This government is moving perilously close
to the position of declaring, in effect, that the
Constitution does not apply because it has
been rendered irrelevant by treaties, by an
activist judiciary, and by a spineless Congress
more interested in reelection than in doing
what they took an oath to do. [emphasis mine]
Can a government FORCE a citizen, to whom
it guarantees “freedom of religion”, to serve in
a foreign military capacity under an antiChristian, unelected, anti-American United
Nations military? Can a Christian, or anyone
for that matter, be legally required to serve two
masters? The implications are staggering.
Yes, you have suspected it all along. The
awkwardness of their position is that none of
them want to admit it, because it can radically
change the way Americans view this “New,
Improved State”.
Where does a citizen appeal, when stripped
of legal protection by both military and civilian
courts? Under what courts can SPC Michael
New find justice? The Hague? We don’t think
so! Well, there is still Congress, there is still
the Court of Public Opinion, and there is still a
merciful and just Judge of the Universe, in
Whom we believe, in Whom the Founders
believed, but in Whom the current rulers do not
believe. We are confident in that position. Faith
and Obedience to God is the most dangerous
thing in the world to Tyrants.
The Sovereignty of all countries is
endangered when the USA concedes any degree
of its own sovereignty. Daniel New; Michael
New Action Fund <ddnew@bigfoot.com>
US Army Spc. Michael New was courtmartialed in 1995 for refusing to don U.N. garb
in a UN peace-keeping mission. [End quoting]
Another way to test the waters for how far
they can go in ignoring the Constitution??

CONSERVATIVE

PURGED

From THE JUBILEE, Mar./Apr. 1998:
[quoting]
Mainstream conservative Scott McConnell
was fired from his job as the editorial page editor
at the New York Post after he wrote an editorial
against Puerto Rican statehood. The editorial
was moderate in tone but shortly after the paper
came out a group of angry Puerto Ricans stoned
the offices of the Post screaming racist slurs at
the Whites and demanding the paper retract the
editorial.
After that incident, the Post’s publisher,
Martin Singerman informed McConnell that the
paper was “pro-immigration” and fired him.
Later McConnell said that it had suddenly
dawned on him, “that our society had developed
an expected script of White Anglo-Saxon
contrition and apology...and that I had failed to
follow it.” [End quoting]
If it helps to pull down the U.S., they bow.
THE

MICHAEL AND
SUPREME COURT

Excerpted from THE JUBILEE, Mar./Apr.
1998: [quoting]
March 30, 1998—In a one-sentence message
The Supreme Court denied the writ of certoriari
filed by Attys. Mike Farris and Herb Titus on
behalf of Army Specialist Michael New.
This writ was a request that the higher court
order the Federal Court of Appeals to hear the
case. The Court of Appeals had denied Michael
New a hearing on the merits of the case last
November, arguing that they have no jurisdiction.
The next step is the Army Court of Criminal
Appeals, meeting in Falls Church, Virginia on
28 May. The Army has already filed its brief,
in which they will tell the judges that this case
is “nonjusticiable”, in the military courts.
(Which means that THEY have no jurisdiction!)
This will not be a hearing open to the public.
If the ACCA agrees with the Pentagon, and
they are expected to do so, then we will be
witness to an American citizen-soldier who has
been expatriated, stripped of his legal protection
by both civilian and military courts, forced out

Editorial Policy

Opinions of the CONTACT
contributors are their own and do
not necessarily reflect those of the
CONTACT staff or management.

DIGITAL WILL LAY OFF
27% OF ITS WORK FORCE
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
5/7/98: [quoting]
Compaq Computer Corp. will cut about
15,000 jobs at Digital Equipment Corp., or 27
percent of the work force, as part of its planned
$9.55 billion acquisition of the computer maker,
people familiar with the plans said.
Compaq will take a restructuring charge of
$1.5 billion to $2 billion after completing the
purchase, according to filings with the Securities
and Exchange Commission. [End quoting]
Some more of the signs of our booming
economy?? It seems what is really “booming”
is the downsizing of our economy. There is a
very true and old saying: If you want the truth,
just turn what the politicians and elite are saying
180 degrees and it will be pretty accurate.
AUTOPSY RULES
McDOUGAL DEATH AS
NATURAL, DESPITE
TOXIC PROZAC LEVEL
Excerpted from THE STAR-TELEGRAM, by
Jack Douglas Jr., courtesy of Mauriene Pierce,
4/30/98: [quoting]
An autopsy shows that James B. McDougal,
a key witness for Whitewater prosecutors who
are investigating President Clinton, had a toxic
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but nonlethal amount of an antidepressant drug
in his body when he died of heart failure last
month in a Fort Worth federal prison, according
to the Tarrant County medical examiner.
McDougal died a natural and quick death on
March 8 in a sudden cardiac failure, unrelated
to the high level of Prozac in his body, medical
examiner Nizam Peerwani said yesterday.
No other drug was found in McDougal’s
system, Peerwani said, although the prisoner had
been on other medications for a variety of health
problems, including a heart ailment and high
blood pressure.
At the time of his death, McDougal, a former
friend and confidant of Clinton’s, was in an
isolated jail cell in the Federal Medical Center
on the south side of town. He was serving a
three-year prison sentence for conspiracy to
defraud the government.
Peerwani said his office carefully examined
McDougal for any evidence of poison or other
trauma, knowing that conspiracy theories would
emerge that the high-profile prisoner may have
been killed to keep him from testifying against
the president.
“We can put that theory to rest,” Peerwani
said. “We do not think Mr. McDougal was killed.
There’s no evidence of foul play, there were no
poisons.”
The normal dosage for patients who receive
Prozac for depression is 20 milligrams daily,
Peerwani said. But for McDougal, Peerwani
said, “someone made the judgment to increase
the dosage to 60 milligrams.
“And I think for him, that was too much,”
he said. [End quoting]
I wrote the details of what led up to this
murder (??) in a recent article.
This wouldn’t sound like murder at all in a
court room of honest jurors—now would it. It
seems to be just too many coincidences here and
the timing was just perfect for his assisted
departure.
CAPITOL

CRIMES

ULTIMATE FOB—VERNON JORDAN
From THE JUBILEE, Mar./Apr./98: [quoting]
During the height of the Monica Lewinsky
scandal Bill Clinton’s closest friend and
confidant was Vernon Jordan. Clinton was little
more than a paper tiger, while Zionists ran the
foreign policy and military establishments, and
bureaucrats of the racial, feminist, and
homosexual establishments squabbled over the
domestic budget. Insiders kept their distance
from Clinton for fear of being tainted by the
scandal surrounding him, but Jordan was all over
him.
Although he is universally supported by the
mainstream media which describes him only as
a “civil rights activist” few people realize that
Jordan was placed into powerful positions with
major American corporations and was able to
ensure funding for left-wing causes and support
for Clinton from America’s Fortune 500
companies. Vernon Jordan sits on the board of
directors of Xerox, Union Carbide, Bankers
Trust, American Express, J.C. Penney, and Sara
Lee, RJR Nabisco, and multinational DaimlerBenz. His wife Ann Dibble Jordan sits on the
boards of Johnson & Johnson, Travelers Group,
and the very powerful Capital Cities/ABC. [End
quoting]
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Very interesting revelations are coming out
AGAINST
of how the elite cover all bases to get funding—
ALL ODDS
or anything else they desire—but they failed to
From GUIDEPOSTS, Jan. 1998, P.O. Box
take GOD seriously when He stated truth would
1479, Carmel, NY 10512: [quoting]
be revealed in these endtimes.
When people with serious illness rally and
recover unexpectedly most physicians are hesitant
EXTREMIST BACKGROUND
to use the word miracle. And yet, “There are
[quoting, same source:]
always people who do far better than we expect,”
A political operative hired by Bill Clinton says Dr. David Steinberg, chief of hematology
to do opposition research on political opponents at the Lahey Hitchcock Medical Center in
has quite a past as a left-wing extremist. Terry Burlington, Mass., and assistant clinical professor
L e n z n e r w o r k e d b r i e f l y i n t h e N i x o n of medicine at Harvard Medical School. So
Administration as head of legal services in an e v e r y y e a r d u r i n g t h e h o l i d a y s e a s o n D r .
anti-poverty program. He was dismissed when Steinberg devotes the hospital’s weekly tumor
it was discovered that he violated Office of c o n f e r e n c e t o w h a t h e c a l l s t h e M i r a c l e
Economic Opportunity regulations by giving Conference.
federal anti-poverty money to radical, violent
During the rest of the year the cases
left-wing groups like the Black Panthers and p r e s e n t e d t y p i c a l l y i n v o l v e p a t i e n t s w i t h
S t u d e n t s f o r a D e m o c r a t i c S o c i e t y . [ E n d extremely difficult problems—diseases usually
quoting]
categorized as incurable or terminal. But when
Crime bosses routinely hire criminals—they the “incurable” are cured, that is a reality too.
can’t control honest people.
So the purpose of Dr. Steinberg’s case
presentations is to provide a boost for hospital
STRANGE BREW ON JET
providers whose work in caring for very sick
patients can be difficult and depressing. “It is
F r o m T H E M O D E S T O B E E , 4 / 2 6 / 9 8 : uplifting for them to know that their efforts
[quoting]
sometimes result in substantial benefits,” says
Passengers on an American Airlines flight Dr. Steinberg.
from Colombia earlier this month almost got a
Over the past 12 years a number of patients
freshly brewed cup of liquid heroin after 15 have attended these gatherings in a boardroom
p o u n d s o f t h e d r u g w a s h i d d e n i n c o f f e e at the Lahey Hitchcock Medical Center. They’ve
packaging. The flight crew put a package into m i n g l e d w i t h t h e a u d i e n c e — p r i m a r i l y
the coffee maker but noticed that the resulting oncologists, surgeons, hematologists, nurses and
brew didn’t look right, said airline spokeswoman other staff members who work with cancer
Martha Pantin. No passengers were given the patients—and answered questions: “Why do you
brew, but it was not clear if any of the crew think you did so well when the medical odds
were very much against you?” “What have you
drank the concoction. [End quoting]
That really came close to “flying high”. It learned from being so sick?” In a sense, the
could have been a very tragic incident.
responses speak for themselves. Let’s meet a
few of these remarkable people.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Fannie Tourinho came to the Lahey Clinic
about 22 years ago, when she was 52. She had
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 5/4/98: [quoting]
been in pain for almost a year, but a succession
of doctors couldn’t pinpoint the reason. “It’s
STAY HOME
my back and legs,” she explained. “They hurt
all the time.” Overwhelming fatigue kept her in
Senior citizens enrolled in HMO medical bed for days on end. And when she did get up,
plans are being unfairly restricted in their travel frequent falls often resulted in bone fractures.
plans. HMO plans provide that if enrollees move
Somehow, Mrs. Tourinho managed to get to
out of their home area, they are dropped from church one Sunday. As she explained, “I got
the program. The problem arises in their down on my knees and asked the Lord if there
interpretation of “moving out of the home area”. was somewhere I could get some help. The next
If enrollees are away for a consecutive period day I got a call from the Lahey Clinic.”
of 90 days, the HMO considers that to be a move
In fact, one of her physicians had called the
out of their home area.
clinic and asked if they would do a workup on
—John And Helen Porunchak, Stockton, CA. her. A battery of tests left no doubt about the
cause of her pain: She was suffering from
FORGET IT
multiple myeloma, cancer of the bone marrow.
Even today, with a host of new drugs and
How many readers have noticed that Blacks procedures for treatment of this disease, the
Law Dictionary (Sixth Edition) no longer carries survival rate is measured in months to a few
the word “republic” or its definition, but does years. That was the prognosis Dr. Steinberg was
carry the word “democracy” and its definition? forced to pass along to Mrs. Tourinho. Her
That’s one way to make sure our constitutional reaction?
republic disappears down the memory hole.
“God will see me through. Last night I read
—W.D. Ferguson, Medford, Oregon my Bible. In Proverbs it said, ‘Trust in the Lord
with all thine heart.... He will direct thy path.’”
CHANGE CALL
Dr. Steinberg knew his paient understood
little about the physiological nature of her
In the Revolutionary War, the call was, “To disease. Her faith, though touching, was hardly
arms, the British are coming.” Now, it’s “The grounded in medical reality. But then she added
president is coming, hide your women.” A sad something that startled even him.
commentary on our times.
“And another verse in my Bible said, ‘It shall
—F. Lambert, Las Vegas, Nevada be marrow to thy bones.’ So you see, the Lord’s
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directing this.”
In those years marrow transplants were not
yet done for this disease. Nevertheless, the
chemotherapy treatments Fannie would be given
would indeed be focused on her marrow cells.
Even so, Dr. Steinberg gently explained to
Fannie that they might be able to give her no
more than a year or two of pain-free living.
“However long God wills me,” Fannie replied.
Twenty years later when Mrs. Tourinho
appeared at the Miracle Conference there were a
few in attendance who thought the original
diagnosis might have been wrong. But Dr.
Steinberg was ready for that. The X rays,
pathology slides and lab reports accumulated
during her course of treatment—all of them
displayed to the audience—left no doubt she
suffered from multiple myeloma. “How then did
you manage to beat an unbeatable disease?” a
resident doctor asked the sparkling 72-year-old
woman.
“Through faith and religion,” she said.
“Simple as that.”
Dr. Steinberg introduced Fannie to the
assembled staff, along with another woman who
also had been diagnosed with multiple myeloma
more than a decade ago. “When I first saw these
women,” Dr. Steinberg told the gathering, “I’d
have given you fifty-thousand-to-one odds they
wouldn’t live more than a few years. Yet today
both live full and normal lives.”
Although they had never met, the two women
turned and embraced. Obviously, they had
shared an experience few people survive. “But
how?” a resident asked.
“Through faith,” they replied almost in
unison.
Later, a young doctor took Dr. Steinberg
aside and asked how he felt about the women’s
response. It was a question Dr. Steinberg had
thought about many times before. “As you
know,” he said, “we see many extremely
religious people here who do not live beyond
medical expectations. But no matter what the
outcome, I do think faith makes it easier for
patients to deal with their treatment and illness.
Instead of being sullen or angry, they see it as
part of a greater plan.”
Remarkable recoveries, however, don’t
always involve malignant disease. Among other
miracle cases often mentioned at the Lahey
Hitchcock Medical Center is Lori Greatorex. In
1992, at age 22, she suffered a massive stroke
on her wedding day. “I’d just changed into my
going-away outfit and was saying good-bye to
the guests when I blacked out,” she explained.
In the intensive-care unit at Lahey Hitchcock,
neurologist Dr. James Russell could offer little
hope for Lori’s full recovery. “There were
periods when she had almost no speech, very
little comprehension, and no movement at all on
her right side,” he says. Brain scans showed a
blood clot had blocked an artery, causing
destruction in the left side of her brain.
“We tried to improve cerebral blood flow and
salvage some areas,” Dr. Russell added, “but I’m
not sure it made any difference.”
At the New England Rehabilitation Hospital
In Woburn, Mass., however, Lori worked
relentlessly to regain her speech and
comprehension. Doctors and nurses shook their
heads in amazement at her progress. Still, they
didn’t think she would ever regain movement on
the right side. CAT scans and MRIs showed
there had been too much damage. But they were
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of a tumor. Yet he still sometimes appeared at taking it easy.”
in for a surprise.
“Don’t worry,” came the reply, “I’ve got faith
Each and every day Lori got up early and the hopital to say hello and ask if he could do
headed for the exercise room, where she worked any favors for the staff. “Can I wax your car, in the doctors—and faith in God. What more
do I need?” [End quoting]
for hours, lifting weights and stretching. Faster doc?” he asked Dr. Steinberg.
“But, Sal,” the doctor told him, “you just
than anyone dreamed possible, she regained
Even medical experts are astounded when
movement in her fingers and toes, then her hands got over a serious illness. You should be home “incurable” patients live on. Don’t limit God.
and feet and finally in her
legs and arms.
What drove her to work
so hard?
“I never thought about
the negative,” Lori says. “I
kept thinking ‘This is going
to get better. This is going
to get better.’ In my mind,
I was going to be fine. It
was just a matter of time.”
How far Lori actually
did come back from a major
stroke is truly miraculous.
Three months after the
initial episode she returned
to work as a hairdresser; in
1994 she ran the Boston
Marathon, finishing in four
and a half hours and raising
two thousand dollars in
pledges for stroke victims;
and not long after that she
Beginning May 1st and running through
and husband Jim celebrated
May 31, 1998 we will have on SALE:
the birth of their first child,
AquaGaia
a healthy daughter.
Gaia Vite
“I can’t Prove Lori’s
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Gaia Min 121++
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believe
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Turning Lemons
Into Lemonade
[Continued

from

Vernon Lodge.” (Office number: 250-545-3385).
The change of venue caused real concern for
Wes Mann, and a last-minute scramble to
relocate the event. This was a matter of no small
concern and one which will very possibly result
in legal action against the Vernon Lodge.
As it turns out, the primary owner of the
Vernon Lodge is Jimmy Pattison, one of British
Columbia’s wealthiest citizens. In the past,
Pattison has personally sponsored such speakers
as forever president George Bush and Brian
Mulroney, former Canadian Prime Minister.
The pressure on Mr. Sindlinger to cancel the
scheduled event originated from one David
Lethbridge, a teacher of psychology at Okanagan
College in Salmon Arm, British Columbia, about
30 miles north of Vernon.
THE STRANGE CASE
OF DAVID LETHBRIDGE
In a document off the Internet from the
Canadian Association for Free Expression, we
read the following, titled “The Strange Case of
David Lethbridge”. [Quoting:]
David Lethbridge teaches psychology at
Okanagan College in Salmon Arm. He is also a
member of the Communist Party of Canada and
a frequent contributor to People’s Voice, the
monthly organ of that miniscule party. As free
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speechers, we say that’s his right as long as he
does it on his own time and doesn’t use the
classroom as a platform. We in the populist
movement call him Professor Bare Bum, after a
bizarre stunt he pulled in May 1992, when he
led a group of rowdies who tried to shut down
a meeting of the Canadian League of Rights.
The rowdies shoved old people and vandalized
a car. Lethbridge, in highly intellectual diction,
called the people at the meeting “filthy, f*ck*ng
fascists.” (Web of Hate, p. 61.) In frustration
at not being able to prevent the meeting,
Lethbridge dropped his pants and “mooned”
those going into the meeting.
Being a supporter of communism is a little
odd for an intellectual. He must know that this
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evil system of repression has on its hands the
cruel deaths by starvation, torture or just plain
shooting of close to 100 million human beings
in this century. The carnage caused by
communism makes Hitler look like small
potatoes. Stalin induced a famine to break the
resistance of the Ukrainian farmers who refused
to give up their land. He deliberately starved
8-to-10 million Ukranians to death and shipped
food away from the dying who might have been
saved. Mao’s “great leap forward” cost the lives
of 30 million Chinese.
Supporting communism is as intellectually

bankrupt as being a member of the Clifford
Olsen Fan Club. We have no problem with
Lethbridge being a communist, a member of the
Flat Earth Society or a member of the Hitler Was
My Hero Circle. We do, however, wonder about
his role as the Censor of the Okanagan. Over
the past few years, Lethbridge has given himself
the task of trying to deny others the right to meet
and to exchange views. If he thinks you’re a
fascist—of course, in communist ideology a
“fascist” is anyone who opposes communist
dictatorship—he’ll try to shut you down. In
March 1996, he and a taxpayer-supported
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professional anti-racist Alan Dutton of Vancouver
pressured a Surrey hotel into cancelling the
Second Canadian Free Speech Conference.
Closed-minded Communists don’t like free
speech. Lethbridge has also sent out smear
sheets to intimidate hotels to cancel meetings in
both Alberta and B.C. of the Third Option for
National Unity Committee, a group dedicated to
grassroots democracy and constitutional reform.
Last June, he went to Toronto to attend a
conference sponsored by ARA—Anti-Racists
Action. The Canadian Security Intelligence
Service (CSIS) described ARA as “a collection
of anarchists, Trotskyists, Stalinists”
and indicated that they were
responsible for acts of arson against
their political opponents. They have
been banned from school property by
a number of Ontario boards of
education as a “hate group”. Yet,
Lethbridge threw in his lot with this
band of street thugs and terrorists.
More recently Lethbridge has
been crowing about getting our
director, Paul Fromm, fired from his
Ontario teaching position because of
his political views. “There was a lot
of work done for quite some time to
have this man fired from his teaching
position,” Lethbridge boasted to the
Shuswap Sun (March 13, 1997).
Lethbridge is free to hold
whatever views he chooses.
However, this freedom must be
balanced by a respect for the rights
of others to hold and express
contrary views. It’s time to reign in
the Censor of the Okanagan. [End
quoting
from
the
Canadian
Association for Free Expression.]
[See additional insert by the
Canadian Association for Free
Expression concerning David
Lethbridge.]
Lethbridge, according to Wes
Mann, showed up around the same
time that Eustace Mullins was to
speak in that region some years ago.
The obvious link to the AntiDefamation League terrorist arm of
the Zionist B’nai B’rith organization
is apparent to all.
In a letter to the Best Western
Vernon Lodge Board of Directors
from the Canadian Institute for
Political Integrity (CIPI), we read:
[quoting]
Increasingly it is becoming
evident that Freemasons in British
Columbia fear that Canadians will
hear the truth about their plan to
divert fresh water from BC (Grand
Canal) to Maurice Strong’s ranch in
Colorado.
The most recent incident is the
unilateral cancellation of a contract
signed between the Best Western
Vernon Lodge and Conference Centre
and Preferred Network’s Wes Mann,
to supply a meeting room for a
conference to be held by British
author David Icke. Icke addresses
the problem of Freemasonry’s
involvement in the promotion of their
10,000-year-old New World Order
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(NWO). NWO is the Fourth Reich of the rich.
Recently, Freemasons such as David Lethbridge,
the moonie who sucks at the public trough, have
undertaken to prevent any opinion contrary to
NWO ambitions from being communicated to the
naive Canadian public. Anytime, when a
dissenting view might be heard, someone, such
as the ancient Son of Legacy’s David Lethbridge,
calls upon the owners of the potential meeting
room to tell them that Freemasonry’s
headquarters has ordered that they not allow the
political dissenters to hold their meeting.
Once hotel managers make their objections
public, with the assistance of other Freemasons
in the media, the sponsors of the public
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information meeting are demonized. Then, the
Attorney General also jumps into the fray to
threaten independent Canadians with new,
tougher, “Hate Laws”. Of course, when one
dares suggest that such HATE investigations be
immediately commenced against Freemasons in
government, the military, police and media, the
response is always “this was not the intent of
parliament when they passed these hate laws.”
Well, of course, dummies, don’t expect the
legislators to pass laws to prevent their own
criminal activity. Brian Mulroney, with the help
of politicians, the RCMP [Royal Canadian
Mounted Police], media and the judicial system
will manage to steal millions from us and he’s
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been out of political power for years.
It is the view of CIPI that, until critical mass
is assembled in Ottawa, on July 1, 2000, our
only remaining option at the present time is to
take names and not to support financially those
businesses who choose to play these games for
Freemasonry. Until such time as CIPI receives
a written apology for the recent actions of the
Best Western Vernon Lodge, we will not make
use of their establishments anywhere in North
America. Also, because their letterhead includes
the symbols of RAMADA, Sands, and Lakeside
resorts, we will suggest to our 3,000+ supporters
across the country that they not use these other
facilities as well.
There always are two sides on both sides
of every story.
[End quoting, signed: Glen Kealey,
Chairman and Founder, Canadian Institute for
Political Integrity.]
As it turns out, the Vernon lecture was
held at an alternative location, Schubert
Centre. And the Vancouver, B.C., talk by
David Icke (a few days later) was an
overwhelming success, with some 650 in
attendance. Quite a crowd.
Meanwhile as radio, newspaper, and
television stories whirled around the Vernon,
B.C. event, Lethbridge was busy stirring the
pot and generating tremendous “negative”
publicity for David’s talk. Wes Mann, busy
countering every mis-spoken word by
Lethbridge, managed to glean substantial
publicity for the event that would have
otherwise gone relatively unnoticed. And
when an event raises the curiosity of people,
then the intended thwarting backfires.
At the David Icke presentation, Steve
Heeren was the primary agent provocateur
sent in to distract and disrupt. Heeren did
not prevail in his efforts, however, and was
escorted from the premises, off the parking
lot and onto the street with the help of David
Icke’s body guard (a former policeman hired
by Wes Mann) and with the aid of local
police. [For additional information about
Steve Heeren, see insert titled “David Icke’s
Lecture”.]
Wes Mann was energetic in his enthusiasm
for the support his organization received from
a wide variety of freedom-loving people and
other organizations throughout British
Columbia. Wes informed me that the hotel
received upwards of 150 calls in support of the
event that had been banned from their premises
at the last minute.
One supporter of the David Icke event
described Lethbridge as a “loud-mouthed, ADL
plant; a slimy little puke.” Wes responded, “In
the end, we made them eat crow.”
The net result of all the publicity for the
Icke talk was that, instead of 150 anticipated
attendees, there were over 300 at the Vernon
lecture. It was an exceptionally successful
event, with a standing ovation for David
Icke. Subsequent talks by Icke in the general
Vancouver area have also met with
astounding attendance, no doubt due to all
the publicity and a public that is becoming
not just more aware of adversarial antics, but
more determined to put a stop to them by
becoming informed.
When asked about Vernon Lodge manager
Sindlinger, Wes just laughed and replied, “I
guess I’m not on Sindlinger’s List.”
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Global Parasites

The International Jew
The World’s Foremost Problem
Marshall is the only “Marshall” listed in the
J e w i s h E n c y c l o p e d i a, a n d t h e o n l y J e w i s h
“Marshall” in the index of the publications of
the American Jewish Historical Society. In the
list of the annual contributors to the American
Jewish Committee are to be found such names
as Marshutz, Mayer, Massal, Maremort,
Mannheimer, Marx, Morse, Mackler, Marcus,
Morris, Moskiwitz, Marks, Margolis, Mareck—
but only one “Marshall”, and that is Louis. Of
any other prominent Jew it may be asked,
“Which Straus”? “Which Untermeyer?” “Which
Kahn?” “Which Schiff?”, but never, “Which
Marshall?” for there is only one.
This in itself would indicate that Marshall is
5/6/98 #1
HATONN
not a Jewish name. It is an American, or Anglo
[QUOTING, Part 84, GLOBAL PARASITES:] Saxon name transplanted into a Jewish family.
But how and why are questions to which the
public as yet have no answer.
AMERICA’S JEWISH ENIGMA,
Louis Marshall is head of the American
LOUIS MARSHALL
Jewish Committee, and the American Jewish
Something of an enigma is Louis Marshall, Committee is head of all official Jewish activity
whose name heads the list of organized Jewry in the United States.
As head of the committee, he is also head of
in America, and who is known as the archprotester against most things non-Jewish. He is t h e e x e c u t i v e c o m m i t t e e o f t h e N e w Y o r k
head of nearly every Jewish movement that Kehillah, an organization which is the active
amounts to anything, and he is chief opponent front of organized Jewry in New York, and the
of practically every non-Jewish movement that center of Jewish propaganda for the United
promises to amount to something. Yet he is States. The nominal head of the Kehillah is
known mostly as a name—and not a very Jewish Rabbi Judah L. Magnes, a brother-in-law of
Louis Marshall. Not only are the American
name at that.
It would be interesting to know how the name Jewish Committee and the Kehillah linked
of “Marshall” found its way to this Jewish officially (see chapter 33, Volume II, reprint of
gentleman. It is not a common name, even this series), but they are linked domestically as
among Jews who change their names. Louis well.
Louis Marshall was president
of all the Jewish Committees of
the world at the Versailles Peace
GLOBAL PARASITES
Conference, and it is charged now,
as it has been charged before, that
FROM:
the Jewish Program is the only
THE INTERNATIONAL JEW
program that went through the
Versailles conference as it was
The World’s Foremost Problem
Vol. I: Being a Reprint of a Series of Articles appearing in drawn, and the so-called League of
Nations is busily carrying out its
the Dearborn Independent from May 2 to October 2, 1920.
terms today. A determined effort
Vol. II: Covers from October 1920 to March 19, 1921.
is being made by Jews to have the
Vol. III: Covers from April to October 1921.
Vol. IV: Covers from May, 1921 to January 14, 1922 and Washington Conference take up the
is titled ASPECTS OF JEWISH POWER IN THE UNITED same matter. Colonel House was
Louis Marshall’s chief aid at Paris
STATES.
in forcing the Jewish program on
an unwilling world.
Published by: THE DEARBORN PUBLISHING CO.
Louis Marshall has appeared in
Dearborn, Michigan.
all the great Jewish cases. The
Republished May, 1976 by:
impeachment of Governor Sulzer
Liberty Bell Publications, Reedy, West Virginia 25270.
was a piece of Jewish revenge, but

Editor’s note: This is a continuation of
material from Henry Ford Senior’s The Dearborn
Independent. This was a series of articles therein
which spanned the time period from May 2, 1920
to May 1922. Part 1 of this series began in the 2/
17/98 issue of CONTACT.
It should come as no surprise to the serious
student of world history that Mr. Ford’s material
was buried as quickly as it could be, and Mr.
Ford faced much in the way of persecution for
spending the time, effort, and money required to
conduct first-class research of the truth behind
so many historical lies.
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Louis Marshall was Sulzer’s attorney. Sulzer
was removed from the office of governor. The
case of Leo Frank, a Jew, charged with the
peculiarly vicious murder of a Georgia factory
girl, was defended by Mr. Marshall. It was one
of those cases where the whole world is whipped
into excitement because a Jew is in trouble. It
is almost an indication of the racial character of
a culprit these days to note how much money is
spent for him and how much fuss is raised
concerning him. It seems to be a part of Jewish
loyalty to prevent if possible the Gentile law
being enforced against Jews. The Dreyfus case
and the Frank case are examples of the endless
publicity the Jews secure in behalf of their own
people. Frank was reprieved from the death
sentence, and sent to prison, after which he was
killed. That horrible act can be traced directly
to the state of public opinion which was caused
by raucous Jewish publicity which stopped at
nothing to attain its ends. To this day the state
of Georgia is, in the average mind, part of an
association of ideas directly traceable to this
Jewish propaganda. Jewish publicity did to
Georgia what it did to Russia—grossly
misrepresented it, and so ceaselessly as to create
a false impression generally. It is not without
reason that the Ku Klux Klan was revived in
Georgia and that Jews were excluded from
membership.
Louis Marshall is chairman of the board and
of the executive committee of the Jewish
Theological Seminary of America, whose
principal theologian, Mordecai M. Kaplan, is the
leading exponent of an educational plan by which
Judaism can be made to supersede Christianity
in the United States. Under cover of synagogal
activities, which he knows that the well known
tolerance of the American people will never
suspect, Rabbi Kaplan has thought out and
systematized and launched a program to that end,
certainly not without the approval of Mr.
Marshall.
Louis Marshall is not the world leader of
Jewry, but he is well advanced in Jewry’s world
counsel, as is seen by the fact that international
Jewry reports to him, and also by the fact that
he headed the Jews at the “Kosher Conference”,
as the Versaille assemblage was known among
those on the inside. Strange things happened in
Paris. Mr. Marshall and “Colonel” House had
affairs very well in hand between them.
President Wilson sent a delegation to Syria to
find out just what the contention of the Syrians
was against the Jews, but that report has never
seen the light of day. But it was the easiest
thing imaginable to keep the President informed
as to what the Jews of New York thought (that
is, the few who had not taken up their residence
in Paris). For example, this prominent dispatch
in The New York Times of May 27, 1919:
WILSON GETS FULL REPORT
OF JEWISH PROTEST HERE
Copyright 1919, by the New York Times Co.
By Wireless to The New York Times.
“Paris, May 26: Louis Marshall, who has
succeeded Judge Mack as head of the Jewish
Committee in Paris, was received by President
Wilson this afternoon, and gave him a long
cabled account of the Jewish mass meeting
recently held in Madison Square Garden,
including the full text of the resolutions adopted
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at the meeting... and editorial comment in The
Times and other papers...”
When Russia fell, Louis Marshall hailed it
with delight. The New York Times begins its
story on March 19, 1917:
“Hailing the Russian upheaval as the greatest
world event since the French Revolution, Louis
Marshall in an interview for The New York Times
last night said—” ...a number of things, among
which was the statement that the events in Russia
were no surprise. Of course they were not, the
events being of Jewish origin, and Mr. Marshall
being the recipient of the most intimate
international news.
Even the new Russian revolutionary
government made reports to Louis Marshall, as
is shown by the dispatch printed in The New
York Times of April 3, 1917, in which Baron
Gunzburg reports what had been done to assure
to the Jews the full advantage of the Russian
upheaval.
This glorification of the Jewish overthrow of
Russia, it must be remembered, occurred before
the world knew what Bolshevism was, and before
it realized that the revolution meant the
withdrawal of the whole eastern front from the
war. Russia was simply taken out of the war
and the Central Powers left free to devote their
whole attention to the western front. One of the
resulting necessities was the immediate entrance
of America into the conflict, and the prolongation
of the hostilities for nearly two more years.
As the truth became known, Louis Marshall
first defended, then explained, then denied, his
latest position being that the Jews are against
Bolshevism. He was brought to this position by
the necessity of meeting the testimony of eyewitnesses as given to congressional investigation
committees.
This testimony came from
responsible men whom even Mr. Marshall could
not dispose of with a wave of his hand, and as
time has gone on the testimony has increased to
mountainous proportions that Bolshevism is
Jewish in its origin, its method, its personnel
and its purpose. Herman Bernstein, a member
of Mr. Marshall’s American Jewish Committee,
has lately been preparing American public
opinion for a great anti-Semitic movement in
Russia. Certainly, it will be an anti-Semitic
movement, because it will be anti-Bolshevist, and
the Russian people, having lived with the hybrid
for five years, are not mistaken as to its identity.
During the war, Mr. Marshall was the archprotester. While Mr. Baruch was running the
war from the business end (“I probably had more
power than perhaps any other man did in the
war; doubtless that is true”), Mr. Marshall was
running another side. We find him protesting
because an Army officer gave him instructions
as to his duties as a registration official. It was
Mr. Marshall who complained to the Secretary
of War that a certain camp contractor, after
trying out carpenters, had advertised for Christian
carpenters only. It was to the discrimination in
print that Mr. Marshall chiefly objected, it may
be surmised, since it is the policy of his
committee to make it impossible, or at least
unhealthy, to use print to call attention to the
Jew.
It was Mr. Marshall who compelled a change
in the instructions sent out by the Provost
Marshal General of the United States Army to
the effect that “the foreign-born, especially Jews,
are more apt to malinger than the native-born.”
It is said that a Jewish medical officer afterward
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confirmed this part of the instruction, saying that
experience proved it. Nevertheless, President
Wilson ordered that the paragraph be cut out.
It was Mr. Marshall who completed the
revision of the Plattsburg Officers’ Training
Manual. That valuable book rightly said that
“the ideal officer is a Christian gentleman.” Mr.
Marshall wrote, wired, demanded, and the edition
was changed. It now reads that “the ideal officer
is a courteous gentleman,” a big drop in
idealism.
There was nothing too unimportant to draw
forth Mr. Marshall’s protest. To take care of
protests alone, he must have a large organization.
And yet with all this high-tension pro-Jewish
activity, Mr. Marshall is not a self-advertising
man, as is his law partner, Samuel Untermyer,
who has been referred to as the arch-inquisitor
against the Gentiles. Marshall is a name, a
power, not so much a public figure.
As an informed Jew said about the two men:
“No, Marshall doesn’t advertise himself like
Sam, and he has never tried to feature himself
in the newspapers for personal reasons. Outside
his professional life he devotes himself
exclusively to religious affairs.” We shall soon
see that they are political affairs.
Mr. Marshall is short, stocky, and aggressive.
Like his brother-in-law, Rabbi Magnes, he works
on the principle that “the Jew can do no wrong”.
For many years Mr. Marshall has lived in a fourstory brownstone house, of the old-fashioned
type, with a grilled door, in East Seventy-second

street. This is an old-time “swell” neighborhood,
once almost wholly occupied by wealthy Jews.
It was as close as they could crowd to the choice
Fifth Avenue corners, which had been pre-empted
by the Vanderbilts, the Astors, and other rich
families.
That Mr. Marshall regards the whole Jewish
program in which he is engaged, not in its
religious aspect alone, but in its world-wide
political aspect, may be judged from his attitude
on Zionism. Mr. Marshall wrote in 1918 as
follows:
“I have never been identified and am not now
in any way connected with the Zionist
organization. I have never favored the creation
of a sovereign Jewish state.”
BUT—
Mr. Marshall says, “Let the Zionists go on.
Don’t interfere with them.” Why? He writes:
“Zionism is but an incident of a far-reaching
plan. It is merely a convenient peg on which to
hang a powerful weapon. All the protests that
non-Zionists may make would be futile to affect
that policy.”
He says that opposition to Zionism at that
time would be dangerous. “I could give concrete
examples of a most impressive nature in support
of what I have said. I am not an alarmist, and
even my enemies will give me credit for not
being a coward, but my love for our people is
such that even if I were disposed to combat
Zionism, I would shrink from the responsibilities
that might be entailed were I to do so.”
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And
in
concluding
this
strange
pronouncement, he says:
“Give me the credit of believing that I am
speaking advisedly.”
Of course, there is more to Zionism than
appears on the surface, but this is as close as
anyone can come to finding a Jewish admission
on the subject.
If in this country there is apprehension over
the Jewish Problem, the activities of Louis
Marshall have been the most powerful agents to
evoke it. His propagandas have occasioned great
resentment in many sections of the United States.
His opposition to salutary immigration laws, his
dictation to book and periodical publishers, as
in the recent case of G. P. Putnam’s Sons, who
modified their publishing program on his order;
his campaign against the use of “Christological
expressions” by Federal, State and municipal
officers; all have resulted in alarming the native
population and harming the very cause he so
indiscreetly advocates.
That this defender of “Jewish rights”, and
restless advocate of the Jewish religious
propaganda, should make himself the leader in
attacking the religion of the dominant race in this
country, in ridiculing Sunday laws and heading
an anti-Christianity campaign, seems, to say the
least, inconsistent.
Mr. Marshall, who is regarded by the Jews
as their greatest “constitutional” lawyer, since the
decline of Edward Lauterback (and that is a tale!)
originated, in a series of legal arguments, the
contention that “this is not a Christian country
nor a Christian government.” This argument he
has expounded in many writings. He has built
up a large host of followers among contentious
Jews, who have elaborated on this theme in a
variety of ways. It is one of the main arguments
of those who are endeavoring to build up a
“United Israel” in the United States.
Mr. Marshall maintains that the opening of
deliberative assemblies and conventions with
prayer is a “hollow mockery”; he ridicules “the
absurd phrase ‘In the name of God, Amen’,” as
used in the beginning of wills. He opposes
Sunday observance legislation as being “the
cloak of hypocrisy”. He advocates “crushing out
every agitation which tends to introduce into the
body politic the virus of religious controversy.”
But Mr. Marshall himself has spent the last
twenty years of his life in the “virus of religious
controversy”. A few of his more impertinent
interferences have been noted above. These are,
in the Jewish phrase, “religious activities” with
a decidedly political tinge.
The following extracts are quoted from the
contentions of Mr. Marshall, published in the
Menorah Journal, the official organ of the Jewish
Chautauqua, that the United States is not a
Christian country:
IS OURS A
CHRISTIAN GOVERNMENT?
by Louis Marshall

was presented for the consideration of
thoughtful minds which is of no ordinary
importance.
The dictum of Mr. Justice Story in
Vidal against Girard’s Executors (2 How.
U.S., 198), to the effect that Christianity
was a part of the common law of
Pennsylvania, is also relied upon, but is
not an authoritative judicial determination
of that proposition. The remark was not
necessary to the decision.
The remarks of Mr. Justice Brewer,
to which reference has already been made,
were also unnecessary to the decision
rendered by the court.
The fact that oaths are administered
to witnesses, that the hollow mockery is
pursued of opening deliberative
assemblies and conventions with prayer,
that wills begin with the absurd phrase,
“In the name of God, Amen”, that
gigantic missionary associations are in
operation to establish Christian missions
in every quarter of the globe, were also
instanced. But none of the illustrations
affords any valid proof in support of the
assertion that “this is a Christian nation.”
Our legislation relative to the
observance of Sunday is such a mass of
absurdities and inconsistencies that almost
anything can be predicated thereon except
the idea that our legislators are impressed
with the notion that there is anything
sacred in the day. According to the views
of any section of the Christian church, the
acts which I have enumerated as
permitted would be regarded as sinful.

Their legality in the eye of the law is a
demonstration that the prohibitory
inactments relating to Sunday are simply
police regulations, and it should be the
effort of every good American citizen to
liberalize our Sunday legislation still
more, so that it shall cease to be the cloak
of hypocrisy.
As a final resort, we are told by our
opponents that this is a Christian
government because the majority of our
citizens are adherents of the Christian
faith; that this is a government of
majorities, because government means
force and majorities represent the
preponderance of strength. This is a most
dangerous doctrine....
If the Christianity of the United States is to
be questioned, the last person to initiate the
inquiry should be a member of the race which
had no hand in creating the Constitution or in
the upbuilding of the country. If Christian
prayers in public are a hollow mockery, and
Sunday laws unreasonable, the last person in the
world to oppose them should be a Jew.
Mr. Marshall has the advantage of being an
American by birth. He was born in Syracuse,
New York, in 1856, the son of Jacob and Zilli
Marshall. After practicing law in Syracuse, he
established himself in New York, became a Wall
Street corporation lawyer, and his native country
has afforded him generous means to win a large
fortune.
The question arises whether it is patriotic for
Mr. Marshall to implant into the minds of his
foreign born co-religionists the idea that this is
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not a Christian country, that Sunday laws should
be opposed, and that the manners and customs
of the native-born should be scorned and
ridiculed. The effect has been that thousands of
immigrant Jews from Eastern Europe are
persistently violating Sunday laws in the large
industrial centers of the country, that they are
haled to court, lectured by judges, and fined.
American Jews who are carrying into a practice
the teachings of Mr. Marshall and his followers
are reaping the whirlwind of a natural
resentment.
Mr. Marshall was the leader of the movement
which led to the abrogation of the treaty between
the United States and Russia. Whenever
government boards or committees are appointed
to investigate the actions, conduct or conditions
of foreign-born Jews, great influences are
immediately exerted to have Mr. Marshall made
a member of such bodies to “protect” the Jewish
interests.
As head of millions of organized Jews in the
United States, Mr. Marshall had invariably
wielded this influence by means of a campaign
of “protests”, to silence criticisms of Jewish
wrongdoing. He thus protested when testimony
was made before the Senate Sub-Committee in
Washington, in 1919, that the Jewish East Side
of New York was the hotbed of Bolshevism.
Again he protested to Norman Hapgood against
the editorial in Harper’s Weekly, criticizing the
activities of Jewish lobbyists in Washington.
Mr. Marshall describes himself in “Who’s
Who” as a leader in the fight for the abrogation
of the treaty with Russia. That was a distinct
interference in America’s political affairs and
was not a “religious activity” connected with the
preservation of “Jewish rights” in the United
States. The limiting expression “in the United
States” is, of course, our own assumption. It is
doubtful if Mr. Marshall limits anything to the
United States. He is a Jew and therefore an
internationalist. He is ambassador of the
“international nation of Jewry” to the Gentile
world.
The pro-Jewish fights in which Mr. Marshall
has been engaged in this country make a
considerable list:
He fought the proposal of the Census Bureau
to enumerate Jews as a race. As a result, there
are no official figures, except those prepared by
the American Jewish Committee, as to the Jewish
population of the United States. The Census has
them listed under a score of different
nationalities, which is not only a non-descriptive
method, but a deceptive one as well. At a pinch
the Jewish authorities will admit of 3,500,000
Jews in the United States. The increase in the
amount of Passover Bread required would
indicate that there are 6,000,000 in the United
States now! But the Government of the United
States is entirely at sea, officially, as to the
Jewish population of this country, except as the
Jewish government in this country, as an act of
courtesy, passes over certain figures to the
government. The Jews have a “foreign office”
through which they deal with the Government of
the United States.
Mr. Marshall also fought the proposed
naturalization laws that would deprive “Asiatics”
of the privilege of becoming naturalized citizens.
This was something of a confession!
Whenever there were extradition cases to be
fought, preventing Jewish offenders from being
extradited, Mr. Marshall was frequently one who
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assisted. This also was part of his “religious
activities”, perhaps.
He fought the right of the United States
Government to restrict immigration. He has
appeared oftener in Washington than any other
Jew on this question.
In connection with this, it may be suggested
to Mr. Marshall that if he is really interested in
upholding the law of the land and restraining his
own people from lawless acts, he could busy
himself with profitable results if he would look
into the smuggling of Jews across the Mexican
and Canadian borders. And when that service
is finished, he might look into the national
Jewish system of bootlegging which, as a Jew
of “religious activities”, he should be concerned
to break up.
Louis Marshall is leader of that movement
which will force the Jew by law into places
where he is not wanted. The law compelling
hotel keepers to permit Jews to make their hotels
a place of resort if they want to, has been
steadily pushed. Such a law is practically a
Bolshevik order to destroy property, for it is
commonly known what Jewish patronage does for
public places. Where a few respectable Jews are

permitted, the others flock. And when one day
they discover that the place they “patronize” is
becoming known as “a Jew hotel” or “a Jew
club”, then all the Jews abandon it—but they
cannot take the stigma with them. The place is
known as “a Jew place”, but lacks both Jew and
Gentile patronage as a result.
When Louis Marshall succeeded in
compelling by Jewish pressure and Jewish threats
the Congress of the United States to break the
treaty with Russia, he was laying a train of
causes which resulted in a prolongation of the
war and the utter subjugation of Russia. Russia
serves the world today as a living illustration of
the ruthlessness, the stupidity and the reality of
Jewish power—endless power, fanatically
mobilized for a vengeful end, but most stupidly
administered. Does Mr. Marshall ever reflect on
the grotesque stupidity of Jewish leadership?
It is regretted that space does not permit the
publication here of the correspondence between
Mr. Marshall and Major G. H. Putnam, the
publisher, as set forth in the annual report of
the American Jewish Committee. It illustrates
quite vividly the methods by which Mr. Marshall
secures the suppression of books and other
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publications which he does not like. Mr. they had corrupted to seek the loans. They did houses, but the wealth and importance of the
Marshall, assisted by factors which are not business precisely on the plane of the money- world chain, that gives the strength. Kuhn, Loeb
mentioned in his letter, procured the suppression lender in the side street who induces the rich & Company is far from being the most important
of the Protocols, after the house of Putnam had man’s son to borrow a large sum, knowing that financial house in the United States, but with
them ready to publish, and procured later the the father will pay. That is scarcely banking. its foreign connections, all Jewish, it takes on a
withdrawal of a book on the Jewish Question Brains of that sort may “get” money, but it will new aspect. Kuhn, Loeb & Company is far from
which had attracted wide attention both here
being the most important banking house in
and in England.
the United States yet it was an idea that came
Mr. Marshall apparently has no
It is not, therefore, the success of out of Kuhn, Loeb & Company’s office that
confidence in “absurdities” appearing absurd
the individual Jewish banking house now dominates the monetary system of the
to the reader, nor of “lies” appearing false;
United States. Paul Warburg, a German Jew,
that concerns us. Flabby minded non- scion of the Jewish world banking group, is
but he would constitute himself a censor and
Jews who have been blinded by pro- boosted into undue prominence and power
a guide of public reading, as well as of
international legislation. If one might hazard
Jewish propaganda find difficulty in through the pressure of banker-bought prestige
a guess—Mr. Marshall’s kind of leadership
seeing that point. They say that the in government circles. It is his connections—
is on the wane.
Jewish ones—that count.
individual Jewish business man has as
Issue of November 26, 1921
The Warburg idea in the United States,
much right to his business success as dovetailing with the Sterns, the Furstenbergs,
has anyone else. Which is a perfect t h e S o n e n s c h i e n s a n d t h e S a s s o o n s a n d
[END OF QUOTING]
Jewish platitude! Certainly he has. Samuels and Bleichroeders overseas, was
Thank you and Salu.
Who ever stated that he had not? But something to wonder at. Jewish bankers ran
this war as they have run every great war.
when you are dealing with a world No informed Jew will deny that.
5/10/98 #1
HATONN
chain of financial consulates, all of
Most informed Jews have boasted of it as
them linking up in a world system, indicating the importance of their people.
MOTHERS DAY
n o n e o f t h e m t o b e r e g a r d e d a s Above the nations at war was an international
What have I to say on the topic of
American banks, or British banks, or financial committee, all Jewish, looking down
Mothers? So much that you don’t have time
upon all the ruction and blood as serenely as
French banks, or Italian banks, or American baseball league directors look down
to read it. Suffice it to say: HONOR YOUR
G e r m a n b a n k s , b u t a l l o f t h e m upon a pennant series. Separated, each man
PARENTS, FOR WITHOUT THEM YOU
ARE NOT!
EVERYBODY HAS A
m e m b e r s o f t h e J e w i s h W o r l d tied to his country by ties of undivided
MOTHER, AND PERHAPS THAT IS ONE
Banking System, you are obviously nationalistic loyalty, none of these would
OF THE FEW THINGS THAT IS
not dealing with individuals who are have amounted to much. United, as a superSTANDARD ISSUE TO HUMAN LIFE.
national financial board, knowing the secrets
trying to make a living. You are then of all the nations, conferring one with another
dealing with a mighty force for good in all sorts of ways, even during the hardest
[QUOTING, Part 85, GLOBAL
PARASITES:]
or ill, and thus far, sad truth to know, d a y s w h e n a l l c o m m u n i c a t i o n b e t w e e n
the ill is mountainous in comparison. countries was supposed to be locked by war,
THE ECONOMIC PLANS
deciding the duration of the war and the hour
OF INTERNATIONAL JEWS
of so-called peace, these groups constitute a
James Russell Lowell always declared “that not “make” money. The deposit banking of the danger which no one doubts after once having
he was of Jewish extraction and proud of his world is not done in Jewish banks anyway, even clearly seen it.
ancestry.”
Jewish depositors preferring banks which are
Men who can thus manipulate money in time
If anybody has achieved an exceptionally managed by non-Jews.
of war can do so in time of peace. The United
high grade in a difficult course, he or she was
It is not, therefore, the success of the States is living under some of that peace
probably Jewish. (Syracuse Jewish Monthly.)
individual Jewish banking house that concerns manipulation now.
us. Flabby minded non-Jews who have been
The reader of the Protocols is much
The strength of Jewish money is in its blinded by pro-Jewish propaganda find difficulty impressed by the financial notes that are sounded
internationalism. It stretches a chain of banks in seeing that point. They say that the individual throughout their proposals. The Jewish defense
and centers of financial control across the world, Jewish business man has as much right to his against the Protocols, that they were written by
and plays them on the side of the game that business success as has anyone else. Which is a criminal or madman, is intended only for those
favors Judah. This center was, and for the a perfect Jewish platitude! Certainly he has. who have not read the Protocols, or who have
moment is, in Germany, at Frankfort-on-the- Who ever stated that he had not? But when you o v e r l o o k e d t h e f i n a n c i a l p l a n s t h e y o f f e r .
Main, but feverish anxiety now accompanies the are dealing with a world chain of financial Madmen and criminals do not coolly dissect one
fear that it may have to be moved. Destiny is consulates, all of them linking up in a world money system and invent another, as do the
overtaking the Jewish World Power. The gold system, none of them to be regarded as American Protocolists.
which is their god—”the God of the living” is banks, or British banks, or French banks, or
It will be worth while, in view of the
what they call their gold—is being brought Italian banks, or German banks, but all of them sidelights that these articles have thrown on the
overseas on every available ship and locked up members of the Jewish World Banking System, money question, to recall some of the forecasts
in the vaults of Jewish bankers in North and you are obviously not dealing with individuals a n d p l a n s m a d e i n t h e s e m o s t r e m a r k a b l e
South America, not to enrich this hemisphere but who are trying to make
to mobilize Jewish financial power for any a living. You are then
desperate stroke. Financial Jewry is afraid. It dealing with a mighty
has a right to be afraid. Its conscience, still force for good or ill, and
bloody from the war whose gains have not yet t h u s f a r , s a d t r u t h t o
COPY PRICES HAVE CHANGED!
stopped, is in a troubled state.
know,
the
ill
is
Single Jewish banking houses in any country, m o u n t a i n o u s
in
however great such banks should grow, would comparison.
Please note:
be no menace. In spite of the fact that the
Nor does this Jewish
richest bankers in the world are Jews, as mere banking system require
As of 4/21/98 Back Issues of CONTACT are priced
bankers in their several countries they would not that in each country a
at $3.00 per copy!
occasion alarm. In straight out-and-out banking J e w i s h h o u s e b e t h e
Thank you,
the Jew is not a success. The Rothschilds were most important. It is not
never bankers in a proper sense; they were t h e
wealth
and
Contact, Inc.
money-lenders to nations whose representatives i m p o r t a n c e o f s i n g l e
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documents which have been attributed to the We will also artfully and deeply undermine the least, the Protocols indicate. This bad regime
Wise Men of Zion, the world leaders of the inner sources of production by instilling in the is for the so-called Gentile period only.
The temporary nature of the present Jewish
council.
workmen ideas
“When we sink, we
of anarchy and system, and the destruction it is meant to work
Men who can thus manipulate encourage them in the world, is shown in the Third Protocol,
become a revolutionary
money in time of war can do so i n t h e u s e o f where after discussing ways and means to make
proletariat, the subordinate
the lower classes hate the well-to-do, it says:
officers
of
the
in time of peace.
The United alcohol.”
revolutionary party; when
T
h
a
t
w
a
g
e
s
States is living under some of that
“This hostility will be still more
we rise, there rises also
were forced up,
peace manipulation now.
our terrible power of the
that they were of accentuated as the result of crises which will
purse.” So wrote the great
little profit to the close stock exchange operations and stop the
Jewish Zionist leader, Theodor Herzl, in his workers, that prices did rise, that the above wheels of industry. Having organized such a
work, A Jewish State, (p. 23). It is precisely excuses were given, that anarchistic ideas now general economic crisis by all the underground
that union of revolutionary tendencies and being circulated among the workers are Jewish means available to us, and thanks to the
financial power that the world is facing now. and are circulated by Jews, that the illicit liquor assistance of whole crowds of workingmen into
Look at Russia, and look at the people who business (as once was the legal liquor business) the streets simultaneously in all the countries
of Europe. These
swarmed at Versailles and made the Peace is entirely in the hands
crowds will gladly
Treaty. The Peace Treaty was written by o f J e w s — t h e s e t h i n g s
Although these words were
shed the blood of
financiers; it is the bill presented, not to a beaten everyone knows to be
written with Europe in view (the
those whom they, in
foe, but to the world. Very few people have true.
United States not yet having
The Protocols have
the simplicity of
ever read it; but its operation is evident
their ignorance,
everywhere. The Jewish bankers the world over b e e n i n n o n - J e w i s h
been Judaized) their import is
knowledge since 1896.
have envied since
are shoveling in the gold.
clear.
At the present moment
Were they written by a
childhood
and
the number of business concerns
P R O T O C O L V I i s i n t e r e s t i n g i n t h i s prophet who foresaw, or
whose
property
in the hands of Jewish creditors,
by
a
power
that
connection:
they will then be
through “loans”, is very large.
“We shall soon begin to establish huge foreordained?
able to loot.”
The Jewish World
monopolies, colossal reservoirs of wealth, upon
All this, as the
The Jewish idea in business is
which even the big Gentile properties will be P r o g r a m i s s h o w n i n
w
o
r
ld knows, has
to “borrow”, instead of making
dependent to such an extent that they will all t h e s e P r o t o c o l s t o b e
occurred in Europe.
the business stand on its own
fall, together with the government credit, on largely dependent on the
The weapons first
feet. The trail of that idea is
the day following the political catastrophe.” false economic ideas it
used were economic.
can
induce
the
The subjection of the
seen all over our land today.
Although these words were written with governments and peoples
people,
the
Europe in view (the United States not yet having t o a c c e p t . T h e f a l s e
revolution, was first
been Judaized) their import is clear. At the economic ideas—not only false, but cruelly economic. The Jewish program profited by the
present moment the number of business concerns deceptive and impossible—which are being sown split which Jewish ideas had been able to make
in the hands of Jewish creditors, through “loans”, a m o n g t h e m a s s e s o f t h e p e o p l e a r e t h e between the upper and lower classes of “Gentile”
is very large. The Jewish idea in business is to c o u n t e r p a r t o f t h e o t h e r f a l s e e c o n o m i c society. “Divide and Rule”, is the Jewish motto,
“borrow”, instead of making the business stand propaganda being sown in the upper circles of as quoted in the Protocols. “Divide the working
on its own feet. The trail of that idea is seen banking and government.
class from the directing class. Divide the
Jewish economic ideas are quite different Catholic and Protestant churches.” In brief,
all over our land today.
“ A t t h e s a m e t i m e i t i s n e c e s s a r y t o from the ones which Jewish thinkers put out for divide Christendom on economic, creedal, social,
encourage trade and industry vigorously, and others to follow.
and racial lines, while the Jew remains a solid
Jewish bankers know better than anyone else body, able because of his solidarity to handle a
especially speculation, the function of which is
to act as a counterpoise of industry. Without the utter falsity of the present system, but they divided world. And this plan has succeeded.
speculation, industry will cause private wealth profit by that falsity, and they are establishing Out of the disorder of the World War look how
to increase and tend to improve the position of Judah by that falsity, and they will try to high the government of Judah has been placed
a g r i c u l t u r e b y f r e e i n g t h e l a n d f r o m maintain that falsity until it brings the inevitable in Russia, Austria, Germany, France, Italy,
indebtedness for loans by the land banks. It collapse, after which they hope to reorganize the England and in the United States.
is necessary for industry to deplete the land world on Jewish monetary principles. So, at
All the Jewish bankers are still in Russia.
both of laborers and capital, and, through
speculation, transfer all the money in the
world into our hands.
“To destroy Gentile industry, we shall, as
an incentive to this speculation, encourage
among the Gentiles a strong demand for
luxuries, all-enticing luxuries.”
There is the Idea—Extravagance and Debt
This Journal is GOD’s deliverance of Truth to YOU, His blinded fledgling
support the Jewish money-lender’s power. He
creatures. HE is offering YOU the instructions for reaching the ‘Lighted’ Path back
does not lend to build industry, but to drain it.
home to HIM, AND THUS TO ONENESS. You will learn HOW to recognize the
Independent industrial or agricultural wealth
Anti-Christ, (that which is AGAINST GOD and therefore AGAINST LIFE) within
menaces his rule. Industry must be curbed by
you and why, through your gift of free will, YOU allowed the Anti-Christ within your
speculation; speculation must be encouraged by
temple of God. You will learn about: The “Deadliest” Sins (Errors), Personal
extravagance; an industrious people soon works
Responsibility For Consequences And Experiences.
itself free of its debt slavery; therefore invent
new excitements to keep it in debt. Entice
people from the farms, and so forth, and so forth,
all which devices are now well known to the
world.
See Back Page Of This Paper For Ordering Information
“We will force up wages, which, however,
will be of no benefit to workers, for we will
at the same time cause a rise in the price of
prime necessities, pretending that this is due
the decline of agriculture and cattle raising.
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It was only the non-Jewish bankers who were the governments that accepted it, for it could knows that. Such withdrawal of money is within
shot and their property confiscated. Bolshevism not satisfy the demand for currency, especially the decision of a very small group of men. Here
as we removed as much in the United States we have been for a long
has not abolished
g o l d a s p o s s i b l e f r o m fifteen months witnessing such a withdrawal and
Capital, it has only
The withdrawal of money from circulation.”
stolen the Capital
its effects. The word went by wire across the
circulation will create panics;
W h e t h e r t h e f i r s t land, setting a date. On that date values began
of the “Gentiles”.
And that is all that
everyone knows that.
S u c h statement is true remains to crash all over the country, and honest bankers
Jewish socialism or
withdrawal of money is within to be seen; the others are tried to help, while others who knew the game
demonstrably true. The profited hugely. As shown in the last article,
anarchism
or
t h e d e c i s i o n o f a v e r y s m a l l gold in the ground and money was withdrawn from legitimate use, that
Bolshevism
is
group of men.
H e r e i n t h e the gold that is money is it might be lent to money speculators at six per
designed to do.
United States we have been for under Jewish control, and cent, who in turn lent it to desperate people at
Every banker who
is caricatured with
a long fifteen months witnessing they withdraw it when rates as high as 30 per cent.
dollar marks on his
No intelligent person will attempt to explain
such a withdrawal and its effects. they will.
The stupid so-called such events on the ground of natural law or of
clothes
is
a
The word went by wire across “ G e n t i l e ” s a y s , “ W h y honest practice. These things occurred in this
“Gentile” banker.
the land, setting a date. On that should they withdraw it? country within recent days. It is the “elastic”
Every
capitalist
date values began to crash all They cannot make any system, you know, with the public as a monkey
publicly denounced
in Red parades is a
o v e r t h e c o u n t r y , a n d h o n e s t money that way!” Once on one end of the “elastic”. A splendid idea,
“Gentile” capitalist.
b a n k e r s t r i e d t o h e l p , w h i l e a g a i n r e m e m b e r t h e no doubt, if administered by the non-Jewish
distinction: it is not a method of doing the greatest possible good to
Every big strike—
others who knew the game matter of “making” the greatest number, but a deliberate
railroad,
steel,
profited hugely. As shown in the money but the “getting” assassination of life and property as it has been
coal—is against
“Gentile” industry.
last
article,
money
w a s i t ; p a n i c s a r e m o r e administered.
That is the purpose
The Protocolists then pay their respects to
withdrawn from legitimate use, quickly profitable than is
a
long
period
o f governmental finance with the keenness that is
of
the
Red
that it might be lent to money
prosperity for men whose well justified:
movement. It is
speculators at six per cent, who c o m m o d i t y i s m o n e y .
alien, Jewish and
“Owing to methods allowed by irresponsible
in turn lent it to desperate people Indeed, men who deal in Gentile governments, their treasuries became
anti-Christian.
money as a commodity empty. Then came the period of contracting
Now, one of the
at rates as high as 30 per cent.
and on the Jewish plan, loans and using up the assets that remained.
interesting points
l o s e t h e i r p r e s t i g e i f This brought all the Gentile governments to
about the Jewish
financial scheme for the future as shown in the prosperity continues too long. The banker who bankruptcy.”
Protocols is the way in which it contrasts with is a banker, who lives to serve
A
s
the financial scheme which the Jewish groups industry and the community—
operating
now favor.
A s b e f o r e s t a t e d , w h a t t h e he profits by prosperity, but not
groups, the
As operating groups, the
Protocolists now advise is not what they will so the money sharks.
governments
governments are bankrupt now.
“We created economic
adopt when their present advice has worked its
are bankrupt
Only their power of confiscation
crises for the Gentiles by the
hoped-for results.
now. Only
keeps them up.
The United
The Protocols which detail the future withdrawal of money from
their power
Mass capital
financial plan of Jewish control are numbered c i r c u l a t i o n .
o
f
States, commonly referred to as
stagnated,
money
was
XX and XXI.
confiscation
the richest country in the world,
withdrawn from use by the
keeps them
is just as poor as a government
Protocol XX opens thus:
various governments, and they
up.
The
as is any other. It has nothing;
“Today we will speak of the financial in turn were obliged to turn
U n i t e d
it is in debt and borrowing. And
program, the discussion of which I have b a c k t o t h e c a p i t a l i s t s f o r
S t a t e s ,
postponed to the close of my report as it is loans. Such loans naturally
commonly
its creditors are constantly
the most difficult, decisive and concrete of our embarrassed the governments,
referred to
discounting their obligations and
plans.”
owing to the payment of
as
the
are putting it into worse hands
Throughout the recital the protocolist harks interest charges, and made
r i c h e s t
than ever.
back to the old (our present) financial system, t h e m s u b s e r v i e n t t o t h e
country in
and some of his remarks are worth transcribing capitalists.”
the world, is
here:
The withdrawal of money
just as poor
“You know that the gold standard destroyed from circulation will create panics; everyone as a government as is any other. It has nothing;
it is in debt and borrowing. And its creditors
are constantly discounting their obligations and
are putting it into worse hands than ever. Even
the Liberty Bonds are almost passed out of the
hands of the people into the hands of Jewish
physical agents who “get” money out of the
necessities of the people who sell and out of the
Two of the tastiest, most “storable” foods are now necessities of the government which borrowed.
available in bulk, 50 lbs. per bag. Prepare and cook them And if all signs do not fail, we shall one day be
hearing in Congress pleas for special legislation
just like pinto beans. Wonderful soup extender and both in behalf of “the poor bond-holders”. It is to
be hoped when that day comes, some one will
make super salad/sandwich sprouts.
have mettle enough to stand up and declare who
the “poor bond-holders” are. A list should be
made now, for future reference.
Adzuki Beans
50-lb. bag
*$50.
“Every loan proves government inefficiency
Red Lentils
50-lb. bag
*$30.
and ignorance of governmental rights. Loans,
like the sword of Damocles, hangs above the
heads of the rulers, who, instead of placing
Order From New Gaia—Call 800-639-4242
temporary taxes on their subjects, stretch forth
* Plus UPS delivery charge
their hands and beg for charity at the hands of

Red Lentils & Adzuki Beans
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our bankers. Essentially, foreign loans are
leeches, which in no instance can be removed
from the government body until they fall off of
their own accord or the government itself
removes them. But Gentile governments, instead
of removing them, continue to place more. They
must perish inevitably through exhaustion by
voluntary blood-letting.”
This is the plainly expressed criticism of the
Jewish World Government upon the governments
of the nations, and the truth of it cannot be
gainsaid. It represents a statement of common
wisdom upon which the Jewish World Program
hopes to commend itself to the common people.
“Then why do not the Jewish world financiers
help the nations out of this false financial
policy?” Why, indeed? Jewish financiers are
the inventors of such loans as they here describe,
the barriers to such direct taxes as they here
recommend. Listen—in the same page as the
above:
“You may well understand that such a
policy, although inspired by us, cannot be
followed by us.”
That is historically true, whether it will prove
prophetically true or not. Compromising loans
and interest are Jewish devices, historically
Jewish. Practically and at present the Jew
prefers not to borrow except in such a way as
to place all business risks on other people’s
money while he keeps his own safely, and the
payment of interest is an abomination to him.
These statements of the Protocols have at least
these historical and racial confirmations.
The whole stupidity of the “Gentile” system
by which the Jewish International Financiers are
enriched, is clearly set forth in the same XXth
Protocol:
“What is the effect of a loan, especially of
a foreign loan, other than this? A loan is the
issuance of government notes, pledging
interest in proportion to the sum of borrowed
capital. If the loan pays five per cent then in
twenty years the government has paid the
interest in vain, for it is equal to the sum of
the loan; in forty years it has paid out an
amount equal to the loan twice over; and in
sixty years, three times, while the original debt
remains unpaid.”
[H: Now readers, if you still are failing to
believe that any group or people could be so
shrewd and see this so clearly in advance, you
had better polish your glasses and turn up
your hearing aids BECAUSE YOU ARE
EITHER BLIND AND DEAF OR YOU
REALLY DON’T WANT TO KNOW THE
TRUTH. And NO, these are not Judean
Jews—these are the cream ELITE of the
Zionist World Order JEUS—and your world
is already totally CONTROLLED.]
Extremely simple, and yet it is the most
generally ignored fact of all.
We live in a democracy, yet loans are
contracted that always cost more than the amount
of the loan, and no one has a word to say about
it. We Americans do not know how much
interest we pay every year, and we don’t know
to whom we pay it. We are still living under
the lie that “A National Debt Is a National
Blessing”, the most delusive doctrine ever
promulgated. [H: And readers, never mind
what the talking heads tell you—you are not
two or three trillion dollars in debt; you are
right at, today as we write—at LEAST some
$ 4 0 T R I L L I O N D O L L A R S i n d e b t— a n d
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compounding!]
degenerative processes.
The amount of our National Debt is the
“When we ascend the thrones of the world,
measure of our ENSLAVEMENT to Jewish such financial expediencies, not being in
World Finance.
accord with our interest, will be definitely
The reader may observe in passing that eliminated.”
Jewish apologists, John Spargo, Herman
That is the opening note. It is another
Bernstein,
and
version
of
the
others, say that the
statement—”You may
[ H : A n d re a d e rs , n eve r
Protocols were put
well understand that
out by the secret
such a policy, although
mind what the talking heads
police
of
the
inspired by us, cannot be
tell you—you are not two or
Russian
Czarist
followed by us.”
three trillion dollars in debt;
regime. It is very
What, then, did the
unusual, is it not, to
Protocolists, looking for
you are right at, today as we
find the Czar’s
world power, propose to
write—at LEAST some $40
police interested in
eliminate?
TRILLION DOLLARS in
plans to remove
(1)
“The stock
debt—and compounding!]
graft from high
exchanges
will
be
finance,
and
permanently
suppressed,
The amount of our National
preaching doctrines
for we will not allow
Debt is the measure of our
exactly contrary to
the prestige of our
E N S L AV E M E N T t o J ew i s h
the
established
authority to be shaken
system? The reader
by price fluctuations on
World Finance.
will find some
our stocks. We will fix
amusement
in
the full value legally
searching
for
without permitting any
Russian police spies in the further development power to raise or lower it. Raising prices
of the Jewish financial philosophy.
gives the pretext for lowering them—which
The purpose of Protocols XX and XXI is not was what we started with the stocks and bonds
to describe the present financial chaos in which of the Gentiles.”
the Gentiles are encouraged to continue; that
(2) “The lawful confiscation of money in
system was described in previous Protocols; their order to regulate its circulation.” [H: Anyone
purpose is rather to describe how the Jewish want to argue about that—if so, go back to
World Power plans to run things when the time 1 9 3 3 a n d c h e c k o u t t h e s e i z u r e a n d
comes.
confiscation of gold.]
This is well worth considering, for there are
(3) “We must introduce a unit of exchange
portions of the plan which would be worth based on the value of labor units regardless of
adopting. The Jewish expectation of World Rule w h e t h e r p a p e r o r w o o d a r e u s e d a s t h e
is, of course, absurd, although the mass of Jews medium. We will issue money to meet the
sincerely hold it. Their condemnation is that normal demands of every subject (citizen),
they regard every degeneracy in society as a d d i n g a t o t a l s u m f o r e v e r y b i r t h a n d
bringing them a step nearer their goal, which decreasing the total amount for every death.”
explains the great assistance they give to all
(4) “Commercial paper will be bought by

Editor’s note: For those of you who do not have a good local source for 35% FoodGrade Hydrogen Peroxide, we offer the following very reliable resource. Go back to
the 11/25/97 issue of CONTACT for our most recent discussion of the merits of
Hydrogen Peroxide, at the very least for water purification.

BiO-Spark
P.O. Box 964,
Tehachapi, CA 93581

35% Food-Grade Hydrogen Peroxide
$13.00 per pint for 1-3 bottles
$10.00 per pint for 4 or more bottles
(Shipping included!)
Check or Money Order; no phone orders
Orders shipped only to United States addresses by U.S. Mail
Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
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the government, which, instead of paying autocratic government, as a first principle of “Any transfer of personal property, whether
tribute on loans as at present, will grant loans self-protection, will avoid burdening the people in money or other form of value.” (d) A
o n a b u s i n e s s b a s i s . A m e a s u r e o f t h i s with heavy taxes. It must not forget to play luxury tax—”the latter will be taxed through
character will prevent the stagnation of money, the part of a father and protector. But, as the medium of a stamp impost.”
The rich are to be taxed in proportion to their
parasitism and laziness, qualities which were government organizations are costly, it is
useful to us as long as the Gentiles maintained necessary to raise money for maintenance. wealth: “A tax on a poor man is the seed of
revolution
and
it
is
their independence, but
detrimental to the government
which are not desirable to
us when our kingdom
Chelas, can you not now see that this has nothing to which loses the big things in
comes.”
pursuit of the small.” But
do with “a” race, “a” creed, “a” color or “a” religion? its
there are other shrewd reasons
(5) “We will replace
This has nothing to do really with “Jew” or “Gentile”. for thus taxing the rich (a)
stock exchanges by great
government
credit
T h i s i s p l a n n e d m a n i p u l a t i o n , s h r e w d c o n f u s i n g “Aside from this, the tax on
institutions,
whose
presentations and total intent to deceive the masses of c a p i t a l i s t s w i l l l e s s e n t h e
growth of wealth in private
functions will be to tax
people on the globe including those who THINK THEY h a n d s , w h e r e w e h a v e
trade paper according to
government regulations.
ARE, BUT ARE NOT, of the same ilk as in race, creed, concentrated it at present as a
counter
weight
to
the
These institutions will be
color and religion.
governmental power of the
in such a position that
Gentiles.”
(b) “Such a
they may market or buy
as many as half a billion industrial shares a Consequently, it is necessary to study carefully measure will destroy the hatred of the poor
day.” (The reader will bear in mind that “police in this particular the problem of checks and toward the rich, who will be regarded as the
financial support of the government and the
s p i e s ” o f a g r i c u l t u r a l R u s s i a “ f o r g e d t h i s balances.”
document” in 1896. As a gentleman remarked:
(2) Kinds of taxes to be raised: (a) “The exponents of peace and prosperity. The poor
If this be the forgery, what must the original best method of taxation is to establish a will realize that the rich are paying the money
have been!—Ed.)
“ T h u s a l l i n d u s t r i a l progressive tax on property.” (b) “The receipt necessary to attain these things.”
This was written at least as early as 1896.
undertakings will become dependent on us. of purchase money or an inheritance will be
You may well imagine what power that will subjected to a progressive stamp tax.” (c) How many forms of taxation have come precisely
give us.”
The Protocolist now being quoted also gives
his attention to taxation (observe again the
“Russian police spy” doing some “forging”).
The builders of this plan for World Rule
recognize that when the overturn comes they will
have to be in a position to offer the people
something extremely good in order to win their
favor. This, of course, was the plan in Russia,
although Russia presents no parallel to what the
Protocolists hope to do for what they call their
“kingdom”. Russia was simply tortured in
punishment. Russia was a passover offering.
Russia is an example of Jewish vengeance,
destruction, rage, not of the rule which
Cort W. Christie: Founder And CEO Of NCH, Inc.
International Jewry hopes to put over a world
economically conquered through its own
weakness and lust. Hear then the taxation plan:
(1)
“When we become rulers, our
•Robert Bennington: President of National Audit Defense Network, Inc.
and Author of 1-800-AWAY-IRS...“The Answer To A Nation’s Plea”
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as here outlined!
How illuminating also the following remark:
“Money should circulate; and to hinder free
circulation has a fatal effect upon the
government mechanism, which it lubricates.
The thickening of the lubricator may stop the
correct functioning of the whole machine. The
substitution of a part of money exchange by
discount paper has created just such an
impediment.”
Remember that when next you hear the
Jewish plan that “Gentiles” shall do business
with their own bits of paper, while Jews keep
the gold reserve safely in their own hands. If
the crash comes, “Gentiles” have the paper and
Jews the gold. If bits of paper serve ordinarily,
the world may some time decide to do away with
the gold. Certainly a system which rests on Cash
yet works with Not-Cash, has advantages which
depression and panic reveal. Says Protocol
XXII: “We hold in our hands the greatest
modern power—gold; in two days we could
free it from our treasuries in any desired
quantities.”
The Jews are economists, esoteric and
exoteric; they have one system to tangle up the
“Gentiles”, another which they hope to install
when “Gentile” stupidity has bankrupted the
world. The Jews are economists. Note the
number of them who teach economics in the state

universities. Says Protocol VIII:
“We will surround our government with a
whole world of economists. It is for this reson
that the science of economics is the chief
subject of instruction taught by the Jews.”
Issue of July 23, 1921
[END OF QUOTING]
Chelas, can you not now see that this has
nothing to do with “a” race, “a” creed, “a” color
or “a” religion? This has nothing to do really
with “Jew” or “Gentile”. This is planned
manipulation, shrewd confusing presentations and
total intent to deceive the masses of people on
the globe including those who THINK THEY
ARE, BUT ARE NOT, of the same ilk as in race,
creed, color and religion.
If you read these writings and simply single
out this avenue of greater bigotry, you ARE
WRONG! Information is something which must
be used in Truth and understanding to have
value—half-assed truth in perception is the worst
type of stupidity in action. And to think you
can come against this type of power, and yes,
tyranny, with some kind of militia or gun, is
foolish in every aspect.
Any of you, for instance, who may be among
the “Blacks” who despise the idea of slavery and
all its unequal potentials—LOOK WHAT YOU

ARE DOING IN YOUR DEMANDS FOR PAYBACKS. YOU ARE PERPETUATING THE
VERY MENTALITY OF ENSLAVEMENT AND
SLAVE-MASTERS
(WELFARE,
GOVERNMENT, ETC.) AS HAD YOUR
FOREFATHERS TO EXPERIENCE. YOU ALL,
NO MATTER WHAT RACE, CREED OR
COLOR, ARE TOTAL SLAVES TO THE
GOVERNMENT ORDER. What are you, who
live on welfare and have no training or
experience, going to do in this old world when
the welfare programs are STOPPED? And, OH
YES, they will be stopped. You do not have a
“good economy” and “good employment”—you
are on the brink of total and devastating
disaster.
You can have ten teachers to one student, but
if the student doesn’t want to learn—no teacher
can teach him anything.
Don’t go forth after we finish this series and
spew venom and garbage. The Elite are not your
problem; the Jews are not your problem—the
Jeus are not your problem—YOU ARE YOUR
PROBLEM!
Good day, and may YOU do something
worthy of making YOUR MOTHER glad she
bore YOU. And no, I don’t care who YOU are!
GOD IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER! Salu.
[To be continued.]
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Serapis Bey: Harsh Times Ahead
Induce Much Needed Growth
5/10/98

SERAPIS BEY

responsibility for the thoughts that you think ones will say such things as: “God has punished
and dwell upon.
us.” NO, God does not punish!
Greetings, old friend. It is I, Serapis Bey,
This leads back to the subject of adversarial
What you ones will be experiencing is the
come at this time as a Messenger of Light so control of your world. Why is it that your news sum total of all of the negativity that has been
t h a t G o d ’ s p r o m i s e t o y o u r w o r l d w i l l b e media must continually bring you the most allowed to grow and fester. It is all of these
fulfilled and recognized by those who care to horrific events that have happened on any “un-checked” thoughts that have created the
see and hear.
particular day?
conditions which now exist, and the Universal
Yes, I come in the
From the purely Laws of Cause and Effect dictate that when you
Light. Thank you for
You are directly affecting the m a t e r i a l p o i n t o f stretch a rubber band to the point of breaking
asking for clarification!
view, these negative, (because you did not recognize, in wisdom, the
e n t i re t y o f h u m a n i t y by yo u r high-anxiety events limitations of the rubber band), it will likely
Often the dark ones will
indeed
attempt
to
thoughts alone! There is great are what keep you- sting a bit in its recoil against your hand.
influence and trick you.
tuned-in,
Your world is at the breaking point on many
w i s d o m i n t a k i n g d e l i b e ra t e the-people
You can never be too
and
that
s e l l s fronts, and the recoil will be quite devastating
responsibility for the thoughts that advertising. BUT, to those of you who are not prepared. For those
careful
or
too
cautious—NEVER!
from a less noticed of you who think that you are prepared, I say to
you think and dwell upon.
This is a time when the
p o i n t o f v i e w , t h e you now that your confidence will (for most of
adversary plays his
n e g a t i v e e m o t i o n a l you) be the blind spot that will shatter your
t r i c k s m o s t s k i l l f u l l y a n d m a n y a r e b e i n g thoughts that you ones are caused to experience, reality as you now know it.
deceived who think they are “above” such as a result of YOUR choice to “tune-in” in the
I am saying that you would be wise to
trickery.
first place, contribute to the overall negative develop a flexibility of mental preparation that
I am asked to speak at this time about the “charge” of the planetary consciousness. (And allows for unforeseen extremes. In doing so,
need for a clear mental focus concerning the t h i s i s a s c a l c u l a t e d a r e a s o n f o r t h e y o u w i l l n a t u r a l l y r e a l i z e t h a t y o u c a n n o t
upcoming times on your planet. Your world presentation of negative events before your eyes p o s s i b l y p r e p a r e f o r e v e r y l a s t p o s s i b l e
will soon be faced with the manifestation of and ears as is the money to be made.)
outcome.
great change. The cycle has reached a point
This charge is what
This is where
where there is no turning back to a less abrupt manifests in the physical as
that all-important
Understand that you are MUCH I n n e r G u i d a n c e
or less physically “harsh” solution.
dis-ease.
Both
the
The Universal Laws of Cause and Effect inhabitants and the planet
more than a physical being, and comes into play.
will implement that which is necessary for h e r s e l f a r e e x p e r i e n c i n g
For instance,
eve n i f yo u c a n n o t p e rc e i ve
balance. These Laws are divine guidelines that m a n y e f f e c t s o f t h i s
those of you in the
c o n s c i o u s ly t h e n o n - p hy s i c a l w a r m e r c l i m a t e s
govern all of Creator’s manifest creations. negativity. The dark ones
a s p e c t s o f yo u rs e l f o r yo u r w o u l d n o t l i k e l y
They are the epitome of responsibility and w h o c o n t r o l y o u r p l a n e t
ethics. They are perfectly balanced in reason u t i l i z e
this
“web
of
environment, it does not mean that t h i n k t h a t y o u
and simplicity.
negativity” to maintain a
need heavy
you are not responsible for that would
This divine intervention, on behalf of all life f e a r - b a s e d c o n t r o l o v e r
snow gear and
which you set in motion.
everywhere, is what allows for events that will you.
such. There will
seem to be unjust to those who have not yet
However, you, as one of
be changes on all
awakened enough to realize that they are part of t h e
planet’s
sentient
levels, and the
an Infinite Whole that is the essence of Life. i n h a b i t a n t s , a r e a s m u c h r e s p o n s i b l e f o r global weather patterns will continue to become
These seemingly devastating events are dictated allowing this condition to persist and grow as is more and more erratic, both due to man’s
by the actions (or INactions) of your planetary any other. You would each be wise to monitor tampering and due to planetary re-balancing.
society as a whole.
that to which you mentally and emotionally
This is just one specific example of the
Let not the word “actions” be limited to subject yourselves (and thus multiply) on a interplay of variables which are indeed great in
physical actions, but allow it to include the regular basis. Furthermore, note the addictive number, and you will have no conscious way to
non-physical actions taken (or not taken) in nature of the “news” you are fed by the media. accurately predict exactly how each variable
mental space. There are many out there who This is another way of saying that it takes will impact you in the physical space, let alone
dabble in manipulating others on astral planes, conscious diligence on your part to supervise in the mental and emotional spaces of your
emotional planes, and etheric planes. Many what is allowed to impact you.
reality.
would call this “witchcraft” or “spiritual
Understand that you are MUCH more
There shall come, as a result of these lifewarfare”. Most are unaware of the impact they than a physical being, and even if you cannot disrupting changes, a resurgence of spiritual
have on the state of their environment when perceive consciously the non-physical aspects connectedness. This is mostly due to the fact
they spend any amount of time wishing another of yourself or your environment, it does not t h a t , w h i l e t h e p h y s i c a l , e m o t i o n a l , a n d
harm.
mean that you are not responsible for that mental planes of reality are being assaulted,
You are directly affecting the entirety of which you set in motion.
the spiritual plane will be stable and calm.
humanity by your thoughts alone! There is
G o d d o e s m a k e a l l o w a n c e f o r g e n u i n e Ones will gravitate towards this calming
great
wisdom
in
taking
d e l i b e r a t e ignorance, and it will be out of ignorance that aspect of their being and draw strength from
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the connection.
for the challenges that are coming. The key to stopping the flow. Likewise, if you only effort
W i t h i n t h i s c o n n e c t i o n w i l l c o m e t h e finding this connection comes in ALLOWING towards exhaling (giving) without recharge, you
Guidance
and
will also stop the flow.
answers that ones
Effort toward balance and you will
There shall come, as a result of these life-disrupting changes,
will be seeking. It
increase your capacity to both give and
could be said that
a resurgence of spiritual connectedness. This is mostly due to
receive. Allow for the Guidance to
the
reward
for
enter into your mind, and when you
the fact that, while the physical, emotional, and mental planes
having gone through
use this Guidance you will be re-giving
of reality are being assaulted, the spiritual plane will be stable
these challenging
to the world—thus making it possible
times will be a
and calm. Ones will gravitate towards this calming aspect of
for the next step forward in your own
g r e a t e r
growth as a being.
their being and draw strength from the connection.
understanding
of
Again, as you grow, your capacity
Within this connection will come the Guidance and answers
self and the true
to “flow energy” will also grow.
that ones will be seeking. It could be said that the reward for
nature
of
your
There is infinite potential to flow
being.
energy. As one flows energy, there is
having gone through these challenging times will be a greater
You Lighted ones
a multiplication of the energy, and thus
understanding of self and the true nature of your being.
are, from the spiritual
a greater and greater abundance
plane, anticipating
awaiting you all.
these coming events
Please allow for the greater
with excitement, for there will be great strides the connection. You must allow the connection message here to be truly heard with the
made in the overall advancement of both the t o b e f e l t . Y o u c a n n o t f o r c e i t , f o r t h e heart! This message is meant to trigger
individual and collective consciousness. It is f r e q u e n c y
within you a sense
the very physical, ego-based, reactionary being generated from the
of knowing and a
who associates fear with the coming physical i d e a ( s ) o f f o r c e
sense of truth.
reality—NOT the Higher Knowing (Infinite) will only serve to
I am Serapis
being.
constrict
the
Bey. I represent
W e o f t h e H o s t s o f G o d h a v e a l w a y s natural flow.
the Ray of Purity.
stressed the importance for each of you to learn
There is no
My
energy
NOW to connect consciously within to this magic or mysticism
represents
the
spiritual plane of interconnectedness. This associated with this
balance between
t a k e s m e n t a l a n d e m o t i o n a l d i s c i p l i n e a n d flow. Just as you
the lower physical
determination to find, and once you “find” this each breathe, you
self and the Higher
connection within, you will wonder how you must allow the air
Spiritual Self (the
ever could have missed it. The elusiveness only to both enter and
yin and the yang).
comes from your own inner beliefs regarding e x i t i n o r d e r t o
I come in service
this subject and your sense of self.
to The One Light
take-in and re-give,
This connection is perhaps the greatest tool and thus complete the cycle. If you effort Source so that Creator’s will be done!
you can cultivate and learn to use in preparation towards only taking-in, then you will end up
Salu.

Please allow for the greater
message here to be truly heard
with the heart! This message
is meant to trigger within you
a sense of knowing and a sense
of truth.

Much-Asked-For NEW RELEASE!
ABOUT THE BOOK

FROM THE BACK COVER

This large collection (over 400 pages + 4
color photos) of popular spiritual writings
from the CONTACT newspaper includes a
detailed introduction to the 14 Higher Authors,
plus several commentaries unique to the
purpose of this volume.
The expansive yet compassionate nature of
the messages delivered in WISDOM OF THE
RAYS: The Masters Teach not only challenges
those already firmly committed upon the
spiritual path, but also provides a serious first
step to help ones who are just awakening to
(and inquiring about) the magnificent Spiritual
Transformation now sensed by many to be in
progress upon this planet.

“Our Elder Brothers from the Higher
Realms of Creation are attempting to
communicate with A L L of us at this time.
Why? Take a look around you. The old
ways of doing things aren’t working. Our
planet is entering a time of massive,
turbulent change and renewal. To put it
bluntly: we NEED help! And that’s where
this book comes into the picture. Yes,
eventually ‘the Phoenix will arise from the
ashes’ after this Great Cleansing process,
but the ride could be quite a bumpy one,
especially for those ill-prepared for what
is to happen.
“Just how we choose to deal with such
change is T H E question each of us must
confront. Yet confusion swirls everywhere upon
Earth at this time. And restless searchers cry
out for that which may help them cope with
these truly challenging times ahead. Thus
these messages courtesy of our most loving
Elder Brothers from the Higher Realms of
Creation who are but further along the same
spiritual path we all must eventually walk.”

Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565 or (805) 822-9655
Inside US: $18.40, priority ship incl.
Outside US: $25 (US funds), priority ship incl.
* * *
In Canada, phone: (800) 294-5250 or (250) 832-0085
or send CAN $26 to: The Preferred Network, Inc.
P.O. Box 1275, Salmon Arm, BC V1E 4P4.
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PUBLIC NOTICE

MAY 12, 1998

Public Notice
This notice will be construed to comply
with provisions necessary to establish presumed fact (Rule 301, Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, and attending State rules) should
interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed herein. The
position will be construed as adequate to meet
requirements of judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. Matters addressed
herein, if not rebutted, will be construed to
have general application. A true and correct
copy of this Public Notice is on file with and
available for inspection at the newspaper
CONTACT who is responsible for publishing
the instrument as legal notice.
V.K. Durham has been informing the American people for several years now about a very
old gold certificate/contract referred to as
Bonus Contract 3392-181 worth an untold
fortune. After a very costly and lengthy investigation over many months, we know that this
contract is real.
When Russell Herman, V.K. Durham’s associate, was murdered for refusing to “signoff” on this contract in 1994, his Last Will &
Testament, which was published as a Public
Notice in CONTACT [September 27, 1994],
was very clear. We are republishing his Last
Will & Testament herein as Public Notice.
All appropriate government officials were
legally “noticed” concerning Russell
Herman’s Last Will & Testament. The Treasury Department was “noticed”, as was President Bill Clinton.
Complete sets of certified documents detailing this Bonus Contract, dated July 30,
1996 and specifically entering a Claim have
been sent to and received by:

(Certified #P 330 806 562)
- Federal Reserve Bank of New York—William
McDonough
(Certified #P 330 806 556)
- Senator Gingrich
(Certified #P 330 806 566)
- Senator D’Amato
(Certified #P 330 806 565)
- Postmaster General—Marvin Runyon
(Certified #P 330 806 552)
- The World Bank—James Volfsohn
(Certified #P 330 806 560)
- International Monetary Fund
(Certified #P 330 806 554)
- Rabobank of New York—Dennis Ziengs
(Certified #P 330 806 557)
In addition, complete sets of certified documents detailing this Bonus Contract have been
sent to the following key individuals :
-

President George Bush
Governor George Bush, Jr.
Senator Lloyd Bentsen
James Baker III
Ross Perot
Robert Dole
Jack Kemp
Patrick Buchanan
Ted Turner

We have received independent confirma- President Bill Clinton
tion of the validity of these documents through
(Certified #P 330 806 557)
a telephone call to E.J. Ekker by a business
associate who alleged that he had been con- Dept. of the Treasury—Lawrence Summers tacted by Mr. Nichols of Treasury and alleged
& Russell Monk
an offered buyout, final pay-off offer to V.K.
(Certified #P 330 806 551)
Durham of $250 million dollars. This, of
course, was unacceptable to V.K. Durham, in
- Chairman of the Federal Reserve—Alan part because 48.8 percent of the Bonus ConGreenspan
tract is the property of the American people,
(Express Mail #EG087793306US)
24.4 percent of which is delineated in the
Herman Will.
- Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco—
V.K. Durham and Russell Herman have
Robert Parry
been extremely generous to the American

people. We are publishing herein the key
documentation concerning the Bonus Contract and Russell Herman’s Last Will & Testament. The intent of Russell Herman is very
clear when you read his Will.
The response from these powerful men who
have received this documentation, thus far,
has been deafening in its silence.
George Bush sent word back to CONTACT
early this summer, that “We do not wish to deal
at this time.” A month or so later, the message
was, “We won’t deal with you.”
Mr. Robert Parry of the Federal Reserve
Bank of San Francisco passed off the documents I sent to Robert Mulford, who said in his
August 6 letter to me, “I am returning the
documents. Do not send them back, or they
will be thrown away. Any future correspondence from you will not be acknowledged.”
During a September 3 telephone conversation with Ross Perot’s secretary, she informed
me that, “Yes, Mr. Perot did read the documents you sent (concerning the Bonus Contract) and he has no interest.”
In a telephone call to Senator Bentsen’s
secretary Lucille on September 3, while assured he would receive the message of my
telephone call, there was no return call from
Senator Bentsen concerning the documentation on the Bonus Contract.
Also in a September 3 telephone call to Ted
Turner’s secretary, I was assured he would
receive the message I phoned, but alas, there
was no return call from Mr. Turner.
It appears that there is little interest among
these men to utilize an instrument which has
been provided and offered to the American
people for industry and growth within our
borders. We have done our part and we can do
no more but to offer these men the information
we have been provided. They have chosen to
turn a deaf ear.
We would like to honor V.K. Durham and
Russell Herman for their greatness, their generosity, and their willingness to provide all
they have for reclamation of a nation. Is
anyone listening?
In compliance with mandatory legal procedure for Public Notices, we will be running
these documents for 4 (four) consecutive
weeks.
— Rick Martin
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PUBLIC NOTICE

MAY 12, 1998

Public Notice
Editor’s note: Know, readers, that we would not normally publish the document you are about to read. It is only after
the FLAK we’ve received from select members of the intelligence community and the global power-broker insiders that we
have chosen to make this information public. The ATTACKS we are experiencing from V.K. Durham were anticipated both
by us and Russell Herman. For reasons of PERSONAL SAFETY AND SECURITY, and in the interests of full disclosure,
we are making this document known in the form of a Public Notice—which we will be running in 4 (four) consecutive
editions of CONTACT.
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New Gaia Products

Order by Mail

1998

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
(Please Print)

Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
When
ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
**

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

GAIANDRIANALIQUID
AQUAGAIA
GAIALYTE

16 oz.
32 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

1 liter
2 liters

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

1 liter
2 liters
16 oz.

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals

ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
NONI
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
ALOE JUICE Whole Leaf Aloe

90 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
30 CAPSULES

Vera Concentrate
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

(CHERRY-BERRY)

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

SUPER OXY
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.

Qty.
PER UNIT
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
On
$ 20.00
$ 40.00 Sale
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 3.50
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 18.00

Amount

$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00

GAIACLEANSE KIT

NICOTINE___

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

STARCH___

SUCROSE___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

(Whole Wheat & Spelt)
(Pure Spelt)

○

○

○

$

○

○

○

○

15.00

○

○

○

$149.00
$

3.50

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
5.00
$ 12.50

✴

$ 30.00

$ 6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND

BREAD MIX

$ 16.95

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

$ 22.00
$ 11.00

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$ 18.00

$18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

On e
l
Sa

On e
l
Sa

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

On e
l
Sa

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

On e
l
Sa

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order
form) WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD MACHINE, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM
ELECTROLYSIS, BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

$1100.00

$ 30.00

50-LB BAG

money orders payable to:

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

Please make all checks and

TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

New Gaia Products SUB TOTAL
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas
NV 89126

$ 80.00

$

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS

$ 20.00

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”

✴ GAIASPELT

$ 6.00
$ 6.00

$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

S&H
included

$ 10.00

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00

2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE

$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$ 96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

PRICE

Item

SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST
THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—
ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix Source
Distributors are NOT the
same! Checks sent for JOURNALS or book orders should
NOT be made out to CONTACT—and
vice versa.

SUBSCRIBE TO
CONTACT, CALL:
1-800-800-5565

70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ’EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL—AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER”(The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1
223. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 2
224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3
225. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 4

MAY 12, 1998
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

CONTACT:
THE PHOENIX PROJECT
is published by

CONTACT, Inc.
Post Office Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone
to 1-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues (US); $35 (Canada/
Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US); $70 (Canada/Mexico); $80
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120 (Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign).
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125 for 25
copies of 13 issues(US); $160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275 for 100
copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,100 for
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental U.S. For Foreign
subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.
Copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, or
PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3.00 each, shipping included, postpaid in the
Continental U.S.A. Canada, Mexico and Foreign orders please call or write for
quotes on additional shipping charges, quantities, special requests.

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202

As an adjunct to CONTACT, the
Telephone Hotline keeps you as
informed as possible on current events
and other important information that
needstogettooursubscribersbeforeour
publishing date.
The message machine will answer
after 2 rings if there are any new
messages for that day, and after 4
rings if not. Thus daily callers can
hang up after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has been
recorded. If the Hotline does not answer
your call, then that means there is
currently no Hotline message.

